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ABSTRACT 

This study is en the politics of Nigeri.•s External 

Debt Crisis. Despite the efforts of government to manage 

it, Nigeri.•s external debt crisis persists and intensifies. 

The causes ef the worsening external debt.crisls, are rel.ted 

to the collaboration ~f the Nigerian dcminant class with the 

creditors to maximize their expl~itatiorn ©f the Nigerian 

werking peoples. 

As a result ef thJs collilb~ration the debt mancgement 

·strategies ad0pted are but mere palliatJves which irc,nic-.lly, 

serve the interest of the creditœrs and not surpris(mgly 

worsen the crises. The interests of the w0rking peoples are 

hardly put into serious consider-.tion in the choice 0f :debt 

management strategies. 

The position edœpted by the contending social forces on 

strategies f0r managing the nation•s external debt are designed 

t~ ensure that their respective interests are prœtected. The 

heat and pressure generated by the deminated classas i' result 

ef the gr@wing'èebt burden have forced the gcvernment te ad@pt 

an~ persistently ask fo/~/de6t fergiveness. rhis gees to 

underscore the fact .tt{it al thougtl the balance ef ferces weighed 
1 

in favour 0f the,..èred'it0r/government, 
/ 

/., 

/' 

( 
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ii. (contd.) 

the wœrking people:!:s cœnstitue a p@tent force tnat c .. n ilS 

well influence the direction of Nigeria•s debt m.n .. gement 

.. srtategy if they persist .. nm perseY'ere. 

Regrettably, the intervention of the Nigeri .. n state in 

the struggle between the v .. rieus social forces has net been 

impartial. As a result the state has net been able teréediate 

in the struggle in the interest of the wcrking pe~ples. 
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PREFACE 

This stuèy is undertaken primarily with a view to 

unraveling the politics of Nigeria 1 s external debt crisis. 
' ·-

V 

Previously, the tradition has been to treat debt m.n.gement 

as a purely technical/economic problem devoid of politics and 

political implications. Wbat is often ignorecl by this line oî 

thought is the basic fact that economics and economic 

management are concentrate~ expressions of politics. To the 

extent that a country•s debt mënagement programme has direct 

and differing implicëtions for the various contending social 

forces of.society, to that extent it is political. 

This work is divided int0 5 chapters. The first chapter 

introduces the study and provides a theotetical and anëlytical 

fcrnnd.tion f(!)r ta~ling the problems raised. Chil.pter two 

demystifies the persistence of the crisis and places the 

phenornenon in the proper analytical context. It outlines the 

dynamics of the collaboration of the ruling class with the 

owners of foreign capital. 

In chapter three, effort is made to analyse the debt 

management pmsitions favoured by the contenèing social forces. 

Also the balance of fQrces which hcs led to varying outcomes 

is described. 
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Chapter four focuses on the lack of autonomy of 

the Nigerian state, and how the state 0mediates in

effectively in the class struggle to the detriment of the 

dominated class. 

Finally, this findings of the study are summarized in 

chapter five and some recommendatio~s are made. 

Here we opted for a social transformation based on workers 

controlling the state apparatus. 

University of Nigeria, 

Nsukka. 

AUGUST, 1994 

Egbunine, J\.U. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

Over the past three decades, Nigeria has gone through 

maAy economic conditions. She witnessed economic boom 

briefly in the early to the late part of the 1970s, but 

has since 1982 stayed with economic downtarns of varying 

intensifies. Durin~ the boom period, Nigeria once saw 

her rate of economic growth described in international 

financial circles as phenomenal. She has also seen this 

supposàdly high economic growth rate dismally dwindle, 

culminating in an external debt crisis which has persisted 

till date. 

From 1982 to the present, the balance of payment 

arrears and the debt figures have been on the increase. 

Nigeria's current (1992) external debt figure stands at 

over $33 billion.
1 

Efforts to selve this debt crisis have 

not yet yielded any fruits. Inflation stagtlation, poor 

standard of living, low investment and continous fall in 

the value of the naira continue to perpetuate hardship on, 

and spell poverty for the Nigerian people, especially the 

less privileged. The policy recommendations and 

conditionalities by the International Monetary Fund (IMF){ 

. ~he world Bank and other international financial institutions/ 

experts have fared no better. They have rather worsened and 

exacerbated the problem. The intractability of this problern 
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has forced the pSrsident of Nigeria, General Ibrahim 

Babangida, to emphatically declare that "Nigeria has defied 

all economic solutions 11 •
2 

Whereas in the past it used to be a matter of concern 

for specialists in tracte and financial matters, this 

phenomenon bas acquired a universal dimension, occupying 

front page caver in the most well - known newspapers and 

with unusual frequency. Such preoccupation are shared 

today by political leaders, businessmen, members of national 

and International Organizations, economists and other social 

scientists, by the working people and even by the poor 

illiterate less privileged Nigerians. The average 

Nigerian is becoming conscious of the face that she or he 

is bearing the weight of an external debt which will take 

Nigeria unknown years to corne out of; that is if the 

debt does not perpetuate itself. 

On a continental level, Nigeria's external debt crisis 

is only a tiny fraction of the total crisis that has been 

planging Africa and other third world countries. Africa is 

presently suffering from high rates of unemployment, high 

rates of inflation, a deepending food crisis, mass poverty, 

declining productivity, pervasive illiteracy, technological 

backwardness, external dependence, increasing external debts, 

low incarne per capital, balance of payment 
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problerns, deteriorating social conditions and a deepening 

internal political crisis. Despite over three decades of 

political independence by rnost African countries, the 

contrnent is generally characterized by under-development. 

Worse of it all, most of the theories and politices suggested 

by the World Bank, IMF Organizations coupled with those of 

experts resideing in the various African Coun~ries, rather 

than amelioratè, have worsened the condition of under

developrnent of the continent. 3 There seerns to be no 

furture in sight as each day new problems develop, while 

the already existing ones consolidate. 

Success in overcoming this desperate situation Nigeric 

is n<Dw in depends cm il. ;,thorough and realistic grasp @f what 

ha.s brought us into i t in ;. the èist .. nt and immftdiate past. 

It depends on eur ëbility tœ cornprehend the nature ef the 

vested interests, econornic, social, political, moral, 

academic and ideological which have fettered, and still 

fetter, the developrnent of this country. The pl;J.zzle we 

want too resolve is what factors latent or manifest œre 

fuelling Nigeri.•s Intractable external debt crisis. 
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1.1 STATEMENT OF PROBLEM: 

The early years of the 1980's witnessed the explosion 

of Nigeria's external debt crisis. Efforts to find 

solutions to this problem have resulted in various debt 

management strategies. Sorne of these strategies, like debt 

conversion, rescheduling, refinancing, debt - cancellation 

and many others have become well - known. All these are 

aimed at finding solutions to the country's debt problem. 

Yet, a look at the country's deteriorating economy and debt 

profile will reveal that all these have made minimal impact 

as the debt keeps increasing and the economy worsening. 

In view of the above, the problem this study seeks is to 

address is presented by asking the following questions: 

why has Nigeria debt burden been increasing despite various 

debt management strategies adopted to cheek it? Whose 

interest does a steady increase in external debt burden 

serve in Nigeria? In other words, who in Nigeria benefits 

and who loses from the country's external debt? Finally, 

what is the balance of forces between the beneficiaries and 

the lasers and how are the contradicitions between them 

resolved? 
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1.2 OBJECTIVES OF STUDY 

t. The m.j~r 0bjective of this stuày is t@ ex.mine the 

nature, rest causes and dynëmics 0f Nigeri.•s external 

sebt crisis. We wish to explain h@w the debt crisis 

ër0se and why it persists. 

2. In adciiti@n, we wish te examine the efficacy «nd the 

inplicati0ns 0f the v.rious àebt mmn«gement str.te~ies 

.d~pted by the Ni9eri.n Gevernment t@ deal with the 

crisis. 

3. Fin.lly, as the p@litics ef rlebt inv0lves s0me kin9 

of struggle, .n .ttempt will be made te explain how 

the c0ntradicti0ns between the contending ferces .re 

reselved. 

1.3 SIGNIFICANCE OF STUDY 

Th The stu~y is timely, especially in the light of the 

increasing external debt and the prevalent ec©n0mic crisis 

thàt has br0ught untold hardship anm sufferin~ 0n the 

Nigeriœn pe@ple. As the present aèministr«tion continues 

to implement the referms as rec~mmended by the Werlcl Bank 

.nd the IMF, this study seeks t0 àpprsise the perf@rm.nce 

of the ec©n@my to the benefit te eur p@licy m«kers .n@ the 

entire Nigeria p@pulŒce. 
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6 

Thmugh much seems tœ have been written 0n this 

topic, recent ~evelopments hève made it imper.tive f@r. 

review anè re-assessment ©f the ceuntry's debt crisis. 

The already existing gevernment rep@rt, fin~ncial bulletin, 

ec0n0mic jeurnalistic cemmentaries as well as writings @f 

.a.demies and aàministratérs @n external àebt mœnagement 

à© not appear aclequate frem the perspective ©f the student 

of internati0nal relations because they lack the p0liticŒl 

dimension. At m~st, such writings have tended to appeal 

more to ec®n0mists and the lay mœn. H@wever, the ec0n0mics 

©f external debt are everywhere interpenetr.ted by pelitics; 

the main choices are essentially political. 

In addition, the cliscipline of intern.tional relations 

ms taught in many Ni~eriŒn Universities has witnesse~ a 

paradi~matic shift t@wards pelitical ec0nomy, brjn,in~ .long 

meth0dol0giëal insights which can be used to overcome the 

limitations of the avaliable stuclies on the pelitics of the 

Nigerian external debt crisis. This stuGy seeks to fill 

this gap. 

The werk is therefore presented with the h0pe that 

it wmuld sensitize Nigeri.s pelicy makers t0 guard against 

policies that perpetuate dependency, d0minati0n and th®s~ 

that will compound the country's debt crisis. The cur~ent 

failure in the various recovery programmes has thus prev@keà 
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the neeQ te re-ex.mine the varieus àebt management 

strategies, with • view te finding lasting s©luti0n ta 

Nigeri•'s external debt. 

7 

Fin.lly, this study is deemeQ si~nificant since it 

is cencerneè to be ~f immense theoretical an~ practical 

value. It will adm te the st0cks of liter.ture on 

Ni~ericn ecenemy anà politics as well .s external relations. 

1.4 SCOPE OF STUDY 

The scepe 0f this research is limited te the peri@œ 

when debt management bec.me• serious economic ana pelitical 

issue in Nigeria. Specifically the perieè sp.ns from 1982 

te 1991. The peri0è 1982 àepids the genesis ef the 

prev.lent debt crisis. It marked the turnin~ point when 

the• c0untry•s balance @f payment arrears reached a crisis 

pmsition. Alse, in cho@sing 1991 as the terminal perioà, 

account was t.ken Qf the need to .v~id stretching the .l§aS. 

research to0 far int© the present. 

In adàitien, as the issue of external debt crisis is 

nœt peculiar to Nigeria al®ne, but persists in many 

African and latin American countries, relevant instances 

where necessary will be àrawn from the experience~ of 

ather develœpin~ ceuntries wh@ have experiencecl er are at 

present experiencing re~©very measures. 
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M~reover, since the present ecenemic crisis in 

Ni~eri. is part 0f the 0n-~0ing events in the werlm 

capit.list system, we sh.11 ex.mine the dyn.mics ef 

Ni~eriàs inc0rp0ration inte the w0rlm capit.list economy. 

This will help us to understan~ the structural or!~in ef 

the crisis in its very histerical c0mtext .s well .s the 

res~•nses being maàe by s•me menetary •tencies within thls 

system metably the IMF and the werlà Bank; an~ the 

teverri•emt ana ruling cl.ss in Niteria te selve the preblem; 

and perhaps .ny ulterior m0tive surrounèint such respenses 

er s@lutiG>ns. 

1.5 REVIEW OF RELEVANT LITERATURE 

There exists. large stack of liter.ture en the 

Ni~erian external 0ebt crisis. Sch@lars whe have written 

~6~tbis~issue attributed the eritin/cèuses tœ both external 

and 1nternal factsrs, with the extersal playin, a mere 

4emin.nt rGle. 

Writln!J fr@m the marxist perspective, Olukeshi, 
• . 4 

Ban,ura, Gmimeâe anè Nweke have ar,ueè that the eritin 

0f the èebt crisis haste èe with the inte~r.tien ef 

Niteria inte the wœrlè c«pitalist system. It is a structural 

preblem arisint fr~m Nigeri.•s peripheral nature in the 

~l0bal capitalist system. They maèe the 
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9 
point that the history of the world capitalist system te 

which mest third world countries are structurally tied is 

replete with crisis. These crisis often follow phases of 

expansion anà ~rowth cerne in various forms, the m0st 

important of which are the problem of realiz.tion of surplus 

value (ie. inability to finà market 0utlets) and the 

tendency for the rate of profit to fall. As part of the 

strœtegy for c©pin~ with the problerns created by the 

realization problem and the tenclency of the rate of profit 

to fall, multinœtional bankin~ institutions and Qther 

financiers devel0peè the international cremit system with 
s 

a view te ensurin~ that ~ood/finds markets ana profitabilityis 

thus maintained. Sorne of the structural factors they have 

indentified as ccuses of the crisis include: 

Disarticulation of production and consumption profiles 

in the countr~ 

External DepenQence 

Foret~n Domination and expleitation 

Unplanned and speculative pattern of capital accumulation 

Enelave stctus of the Darnin«nt petroleum sector 

Limited Aceess to World's Available Pool of Credit 

facilities 

Discrimin.tory protective w.lls Erected by Metropolitan 

countries 

Distribution of value Added frern international Trade 

Wei~ht Against Nigeri •• 
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They further argued that the monocultural dependence 

en 0il export revenue f0r survival and the consequent 

flut in the world oil market which started in 1977/78 

financial year constituted the immedi.te structural 

situation that brought the current debt issue totthe f®re. 

This led to the seeking of external loans from the inter

n.tional capital market in order to selve the balance of 

payment problem. 

Similarly, Krue~er, Abub.kar, Fasipe, Okigbo, Payer 

and Nwankwo 5 have .ttributeè the genesis of the debt 

crisis to such factors as: 

- changes in the market environment in the 1970s and 1980s. 

These incluèed the substantial rise in the size of domestic 

and international fin.ncial imbàlance. These in turn 

expanded the demand for financial intermediation and 

created the market environment in which banks readily 

expended international business. The ch.n~es alse included 

the high level and increased volatility of interest rates 

which in themselves informeè devel0pment of new lencling 

techniques and loan pricing rnethods; 

- Adverse terms of trœde existing between developed and 

developing countries; and curtailrnent of development aid 

- Adverse development in the world econorny as maintested 

by the increasing recessionary trends in the wor~d economy 
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- Sharp increases in public expenditures by developing 

countries which was usually heavily complemented by 

foreign borrowing 

- the reeklessness of debt pr0curements by most developing 

countries, the appealin~ economic mismanagement, glaring 

policy distortions; resource wastages, official anà 

private corruption practices and ina~equate acljustment 

policies. 

Apart from the ~nalytical distinctions between 

external, internsl and colonial factors peter korner et all, 

indentified seven typical causes of the ~ebt crisis in 

th~td werld countries. These are: (1) Indebted industrial

lization (2) Neglect of agricultural development 

(3) failure t0 diversity experts (4) debt-inducing secial 

reforms (5) Kleptocracy (6) Development gigantomania 

(7) Indebted militarization. 6 

Still, on the origin of the debt crisis, chigbata 

(1983), Quentin peel (1984) Bo soderstern (1980) Aluko 
7 

Olekun (1980) and Murudeen also (1987) trace~ the causes 

of the crisis to major factors which are not different 

from the views of other scholars ~already stated. Amongst 

these are: 

lack of proper development plannin~ 

Spen~ing more than she got from foreign exchange 

earnings 
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highly ambitious development projects 

poor and incohorent debt management strategy 

Earlier b0rrowings which had n0t been invested 

productively, and steep depreciation of the dollar 

against the currency of most supplier countries from 
~ .; 

which most third world countries including Nigeria, 

imports 

pr0~ectionism and direct investment by multinational 

corporations 

the prescription of the IMF and the world bani. 

Okafor in his work has attempted to proffer a cleèrer 

account of the ~enesis of NigeDia•a external debt problem. 

He identified four periGds: 

1. The first decàde of independence (1960 - 1970) during 

which perio©, foreign private investments, and debts 

which accrued essentially as development assistance 

loàn with liberal and seft repayment term helped to 

camouflage the rather significant growth rate of debts; 

2. The oil Boom period (1973 - 82) when surpluses from 

oil sales actually brou~ht down external dabts and the 

probœem of indebtedness was virtually non-existent. 
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3. The slight recession in the late 1970•s, when Nigeria 

moved into the internationèl capit~l markets to 

procure jumbo loans, which are "open cheque" l@ans 

not tied to ëny specific projects (this seemed to be 

the be~inning of the tightenins of the ~rip of 

external debts); and 

4. The second Republic (1979-83), when by 1980 import 

liberaliz.tion pushed up the import bill, the oil ~lut 

started in 1981, and instead of a serlous re-appraisal, 

the Federal Government moved full scale inte the 

internation.l capital market fellowed by stœte governrnents. 

New loans were t.ken on top of 0utstanding loans which 

8 
were bot bein~ paido 

To this one would adà what c«n be termed the fifth 

perio~ (1984-92) when new loans, wr0n~ economic policies, 

devalution en the Nair. and po@r debt management stra~ies 

wersened the clebt posture, leQ to the growth of extern.l 

indebtedness .n~ an unsustainable bur0en of external ~ebt. 

Amongst the several p~licy initi.tives .imed .te.sin! 

the debt wœs the .àopti©n ef the IMF and world Bank sp0ns0red 

Structural Adjustment Prs9rèmme (SAP). To .tt.in the 

objectives ef this pregr.mme, the burden ef debt servicin~ 

which h.s been ~ulping enormous .mount Gf foreign exchange 

had to be reduceà. Thus, the reducti©n in the burden ©f 
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external indebtedness led to Nigeria's debt negotiation with 

her creditors, and this has unleashed varying effects. 

Olufemi Fajama, in his article, The dynamics o~ Nigeria'~ 

Negotiation wi th London and __ P5.3:ris Club, stated that; the 

two parallel institutions fc,r negotiating de-bt relief in 

respect of official and commercial bank creditors were the 

Paris club and London club. Negotiations with these clubs 

have constituted a major element in Nigeria's strategy of debt 

management and the achievement of these objectives of the 

structural adjustment programme. Through the various agree

ments which the country concluded with the clubs in the last 

service has already been achieved. This has enabled Nigeria 

to devote a greater proportion than other wise would have 

been possible. of available foreign exchange earnings to the 

promotion of economic growth and development. 

According to him, the benefits which have accured to 

Nigeria through debt relief negotiations with the official 

and commercial bank creditors were achieved at a high cost 

to the country. This is as a result of the enormous demand 

which the negotiators have made on the country's scarce 

administrative and managerial resources. 
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These negotiations have als~ not been conducted on an 

equal basis. The country lacks the baragaining power to 

match the experience and organization of her creditors. 

Consequently, the sharing of burden between the weak 

'debtor• and strong creditors could be anything but lopsided. 

He further argued that until developing countries corne 

together in a cartel of debtors to negotiate on equal or near 

equal basis with the London and Paris clubs, the benefits 

they derive from negotiations with these badies are likely te 

remain minimal. In essence, he argueè that the debt of third 

world countries in gener.1 and Nigeria in particular is f.r 

from being the resul t of domestic economic problems r- seeking 

for retorms, rather they are instruments for perpetuating 

Western economic and political interest. The debt crisis is 

a political problem and not essentially. maero-eceonomic one, 

.s they appear superficially,. 9 

Adebayo Olukoshi and Yima Sen, examined the role of the 

IMF and World B.nK in Nigeria's effort to m~nage its external 

debt. They observed tha t Nigerias efforts take place within: -~ 

Îhe context of wider stabilization pro~ramme and that the 

Bretton woods twins act basically to ensure the adoption of 

what they consider to be the necessary and approprlate macro

economic policies that can create the proper environment for 

"responsible" <debt management by Nigeria and other,crisis-ridden 
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debtor countries. Structurel adjustment programmes are 

practical polities rooted in the IMF debt strategy which is 

based on the perce~tion of the third world debt crisis as• 

balance of payments problem. 10 This strategy contains three 

main elements namely effective ~rowth oriented policies, a 

suppQrtive international environment and an adequate flow of 

fincncing. Reality has shown that these policies ms desi~ned 

to deepen the dependent nature of the Nigerian economy on 

~lobal capitalism. On the other hand it often entail a 

great deal of hardship for the people of the debter countries. 11 

In a continum, the Shagari•s Stabilization Act of 1982, 

continued by Buhari in 1984, and now being reinforced by 

Babangida, has brou~ht unberable hardship on Nigeria and 

alienated a large section of the Local populace. This hàs 

created problems of political instability and pervasive 

economic bleedin~. The leaders of Nigeria choose to ~@ the 

way of the creditor because of the dependent natuqe of the 

Nigerian economy, and because of the complex• or immature 

thinking of not wanting to offend the West, even when their 

position is net in the countrys economic development. 

At this juncture, one would add thœt thou~h Olukoshi 

and Yirna Sen agreed that the debt is being used as a tool for 

domination and exploitation by the west, what they 
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failed to observe is that the debt is als0 servin~ the 

interests of some segment of Nigeri.•s ruling class. 

17 

Thus, the debt is serving the i~terest of two groups the West 

and the indigenous ruling class who benefit from the IMF/ 
~world B~nk Package. 

According to Terisa Turner and Timothy shaw, these 

state compadors actas "transmission line" in the maintainance 

of imperialisrn because they have similar and collective 

interest wi\h the West. A critical look at the chœracter of 

the Nigerian economy will reveal that it is controlled by • 

coalition, • •triple alliance', composed of international 

capital, Locsl (Private) capital and State Capital, with the 

first ally, 'transnational ca~ital', eccupying a dominant 

position. 12 There is always the misconception by some 

scholars who treat debt management as a purely technical 

economic problem devoid of politics and political implications, 

which should therefore be hanèled with technical economic 

tools. Te these groups of scholars, the debt problem has 

absolutely nothing to do with" politics" and should not bJ> 

'poli ticized • if lasting ,~olutions are to be found. ',, 
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What these writers fail to realize Gr what is often ignorècl 

by this line of though is the basic fact that economics and 

ecom0rnic management are concentrated expressions 0f politics. 

To that effect, the decisions of a ~overnment to contsct a 

loan, the size and type of loan contracted ancl the source of 

the money raised, as well as the usef to which loan is put 

.nd the process by which it is repaid, serviced or rescheduled 

all fall explicitly within the realm of the political. It 

would be the height of naivety not to appreciate .the fact 

that the decision 0f government to adopta certain debt 

management strage~ies has direct political implication 

domestically and internationally.13 

In view of this therefore, the framework for debt 

management is itself an object of intense ~olitical and 

social contentions. Politics is the essense of debt 

management in all countries. This invariably means that 

though external borrowing as an economic policy instrument 

c&uld be used for attaining various positive objectives, 

they stop bein~ a useful tool when the con~itionalities 

attachecl to them invariably disrupt the economic, social and 

political harmony of a country. And this equally 
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explains why the debt crisis is not solely a financial 

question, but also a political issue. The objective of 

explaining the debt problem as a political phenomenon has 

informed this research. 

In his article, Refinancing and servicing Nigeria's 

External debt, Fate Abubakar made the argument that foreign 

debt which was hitherto a useful tool for promoting 

international tracte and development has now become an 

obstacle, undermining the system of global tracte and 

cooperation. According to him, mismanagement has been the 

major factor crippling the Nigerian economy. The issue of 

the mismanagement of the economy becomes clearer if it is r 

noted that the debt service ratio has been taking a major 

percentage of the country's export earnings. That if there 

was proper planning and management of resources, Nigeria 

would not have found itself in the present debt crisis. 

Babangida's effort to deal with the problem includes the 

adoption of the fund/Bank package of refinancing, rescheduling, 

curb on indiscriminate foreign borrowing and export promotion 

policies to boost foreign exchange. Apart from these 

conventional methods the strategy of debt-equity was equally 

adopted, adding that the various strategies do not constitute 

a panacea, but merely worsen, postphone and extends the 

problem. This development, ironically ensures that Nigeria 

is further entrenched into the capitalist system. 14 
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This perhaps goes to confirm what Gbolaham Alli-Balogun 

wrote that: 

20 

Loans as a rule, even from a historical · 
perspective are offered as instrument of èi~: 
diplomacy to widen the sphere of influence 
of lending countries. External loans ensure 
the penetration of these countries-economic 
and political - and in the process, it also 
perpetuates or attempts to perpetuate the 
dependence of the periphery on the centre. 
Before the league of Nations, gun boat 
diplomacy was employed to ensure collection., 
Today, the IMF and World Bank with the bac~~ng 
of Western powers are the chief enforcers. 

Writing in a article, The options of Default, Repudiation 

and Cartelization for Nigeria's Debt Management, Gbolaham 

Alli-Balogun, made the argument that because of Nigeria's 

integration into the western capitalist system and the weak 

solidarity or harmony of interest among debtor nations, the 

options for cartelization, Default and Repudiation do not 

appear feasible, because of the drastic and lasting consequ

ences bedeviling these options. The options of default and 

repudiation, which are, of course confrontational invariably 

is a panic measure which can be counter productive because, 

when the interest of creditors are threathened 9 they reserve 

the legal and institutional justification to resist such 

threat. He further added that the formulae being recommended, 

ranging from concessions, rescheduling 9 to refinancing and 

debt-equity conversion offer only brief, spasmodic breathers 

which simply prolong the agony. 16 
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Julius Ihonvbere agrees also with the above view. He 

stated that: 

The use of default, cartelization and cancellation, albeit 

the most rational and far-reaching responsese to the debt 

crisis are not feasible in the short term. This is because 

most African leaders and elites thrive on neo-colonialism 

and romance with im~erialism. In turn the governments of 

imperialist states have politically supported bad leadershi~ 

that oversee these ~rocesses of underdevelopment. 

Fortunately, the IMF through its conditionalities and 

adjustment programmes are polàrising class forces in Africa, 

raising popular consciousness and exposing the evils of 

capitalism and imperialism. 17 

He concludes that the debt issue must be treated as a 

~olitical problem demanding political §olutions. This goes to 

compliment Yima Sen•s argument that, indebtedness is a political 

problem created by imperialism which requires strong anti

imperLalist measures. 18 

Adebayo Olukoshi and Steve Ayo Amale 19 in their various 
s 

contributions countered the argument/put forward by the propon~ts 

of debt equity conversion in Nigeria. To them, debt equity 

conversion•~ will worsen the country's ecenomic crisis and will 

further lead to additional inflationary pressures, worsen the 

abosorbtive capacity tàrtd jeopardize the economic recovery of 

'· 
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the country; lead to increased debt repayment and servicing, 

capital flight, devaluation, joblessness, repatriation of 

profit; will pose obstacle to the attraction of fresh foreign 

investment and reduce the prospect of faster, economic 

recovery. More importantly, it is bound to deepen and widen 

the structures of inequality, perpectuate and extend the 

dependence of Nigeria on international financial capital and 

reproduce on a higher scale the contraditions inherent in the 

Nigerian society. 

In consequence, the debt-equity conversion strategy is 

thus very likely to lead to a reversal of the gains of 

economic nationalism, erode whatever is left of self-reliance 

and move the country in the direction of dependent development. 

They advocated the rejection of this strategy because it 

i$ a creditors solution to a world debt crisis insofar as it 

fundamentally favours the holders of the Nigerian debt. 

It is a far cry from the recogniation now gaining ground 

th~t the world debt crisis is a two-sided ~roblem for which 

the creditors are involved as the debtors. The adoption of 

of SAP means further ramance wil~ imperialism and its 

implication is that the Nigerian masses will have to contened 

with exploitation and repression, while the owners 0f 

international capital in conjunction with their local 
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counterpart will be reaping the gains of the country. 

Akpan Ekpo has stated that what we:èall debts represented 

profits for transnationals and created jobs for people in the 

developed caiptalist countries. The debts of developing 

country have sustained the hi~h standard of living of people 

of the developed capitalist countries, and has cèeated avenue 

for the flamboyant and ostentatious living for the nouvea~ 

. h 1 · 1 . N. . 20 rie e or ru ing c ass in igeria. 

In conclusion, one would join Olukoshi in agreeing that 

the debt management strattgy-~ which Nigerian governments 

adopted have failed to ease the debt burden of the country 

and to reduce its external liâbilities, and therefore do not 

seem capable of paying the way for a lasting a solution to 

the debt crisis. In his bid to proffer some alternative 

proposals Olukoshi stated: 

First, any debt management strategy to be really ~seful, 

it must not in anyway entail the compromising of domestic 

economic growth in the debtor country. Second, the debt 

management programme should be such as to help resolve 

the crisis to the be~e~its of the underpriviled classes 

of society. This might entail a total rejection of a 

linkage between debt management and international monetary 

fund dictated adjustment programmes which because of 

their obsession with unregulated market forces, 
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bring untold hardship on the poor and dispossed. 

Thirdly, the debt management strategy should aim at the 

root and branch destruction of the structures embeded in 

the domestic economy of the debtors country which makes 

't t d bt ' . · d' b · 21 
l prone o a e crisis on a perio ic asis. 

What the foregoing suggests is that for Nigeria and 

other third world states to be able to permanently overcome 

their debt problems, the structures that give rise to 

indebtedness will have to be funàamentally altered. This 

inevitably calls for a programme of domestic social transfor

mation to pave the way for the elimination of internal and 

external relations of bourgeoisie class domination which 

encourage the perpetuation of th9se structures that create 

the framework for national indebtedness. The overall aim of 

the programme of social transformation would be the 

construction of a national, by no means autarchic, self

reliant economy under the leadership and control of the working 

people who are the producers of Nigeria's social wealth and 

who have been made to bear the burden of the country's debt 

trap. 22 
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As Geberal Olusegun Obasanjo of Nigeria put it in his 

1987 Third Annual ECA Silver Jubilee Lecture in Addis Ababa, 

"the first responsibility of any government is toits citizens, 

debt or no debt", the position therefore is for African 

countries to announce either collectively or individually that 

the repayment or servicing of debts was no longer realistic 

until the economy of the region or country improoved. Such 

a position is not denying the debt just tbat its repayment or 

servicing were not national priorities and would not be 

allowed to consume large chunk of foreign exchange earnings. 23 

The question to ask is can Nigerian leaders boldly take this 

position? If not why not? Answer to this question must be 

found in some other factor. Other than the ones already 

review in the literature above. 

GAP IN LITERATURE: 

The literature reviewed here reveals certain patterns in 

the analysis of Nigeria's external debt crisis. First, there 

is the general agreement on some major grounds in the study 

of Nigeria•s external debt. The various authors/scholars 

agree on such views as causes, dimensions 7 dynamics, burden 

and and politics of the debt crisis. Secondly, while varyin~ 

in manner of approach and emphasis, all agree teat the basic 

cause of the debt crisis is rooted in the ill-conceived 
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incorporation of Nigeria into the global capitalist systeme 

This, however does not exclude certain internal factors like 

mismanagement, corruption,.massive importation,bloated 

public sector etc. 

The ga~ in the literature is inherent in the problem 

of interpretation. Writers on the subject have overlooked 

the fact that the external debt burden has been increasing 

because getting more external loans serves the interest of 

not only the owners of internati6nallcapital, but also that 

of the ruling or dominant class in Nigeria. This will 

better explain why the present economic reform policies and 

debt management strategies have been adopted. 

The debt crisis is "political" at two levels. First 

the process of many external debt itself reflects balance of 

Local and externai forces. Second, each of the domestic and 

external forces, either on their own or in alliance with 

others strives to ensure that the Nigerian external debt 

crisis serves its objective and percived interests. 

Given the above circumstances, the need arises therefore, 

for a more comprehensive and thoroggh research in order to 

unravel the politics or the balance of forces between 

Nigerias external debt crisis. The attempt to fill this 

gap is the task of this work. 
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1.6 HYPOTHESES 

1. The Nigerian external debt crisis persists and 

intensities primarily because of the convergence 

of the interests0of international capitalists and 

of Local compradores in exploiting Nigeria's workin~ 

peoples. 

2. The external debt management strategies adopted by 

Nigerian leaders ate~designed more to protect the 

interests of the creditors than to selve the Nigerian 

debt crisis. 

3. The lack of relative autonomy of the Nigerian state 

has prevented it from effectively mediating between 

the external creditors and Nigerian debtors, in a 

manner designed to protect the interests of the 

Nigerian working peoples. 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

As a guide to thoughtand for analytical purposes 

we will adopt the political Economy approach as our 

framework of analysis. Class analysis is the core of 

marxist political economy. The position various 

classes occup~in the production process reveals the 

dominant and the dominated classes. 
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The process of class formation in Nigeria1' is that 

it is shaped by the nature and role of the Nigerian state. 

Following marx, the state exists to serve the interest of 

the dominant class, or better put, the state is an agency 

for managing the joint interest of dominant classes. It is 

both an instrument of class domination and for the moderation 

of class conflict. The structural apparatus of the state 

makes it imperative for those who occupy office to serve the 

interest of the capitalist class. It is the avenue for 

wealth, power and capital accumulation.
24 

The class structure in Nigeria have consistently depicted 

that the Nigerian post colonial state is an amalgam of external 

and internal forces. The indigenous ruling class, at 

independence came to power under a weak economic base. The 

economy was dominated by international finance capital, while 

the local comprador was only but a government in office but 

not in power. 

The nascent parry-bourgeois ruling class, in thèir 

attempt to create an economic base for its political power, 

had to align with the owners of foreign capital. This 

accommodation has mea;t the continuation by their foreign 

counterpart of their exploitative economic activities through 

nec-colonial links. Terisa Turner along this line argues that 

the Nigerian economy is controlled by "commerical 
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triangle•" comprising foreign capital, local middle men 

and state compredors. Collectively they :··àll use the state 

to achieve selfish class interest. 

To understand• Nigeria's external debt crisis therefore, 

we have to locate it in the context of the alliance and 

collaboration of fractions of the dominant class in Nigeria 

with the owners of foreign capital whose action/policies 

reveal that the debt is serving their various interests. 

While the dominant class keeps acquiring loans because it is 

in their interest, it, as well uses the various economic 

reform policies to expand their economic base. On the 0th~r 

hand, the creditors use it as a tool to keep Nigeria within 

their orbit. This collaboratative and exploitative phenomenon 

is no doubt anti the_.iical and detrimental to the interest of 

the Nigerian working class and masses. The contradictions 

arising frorn this is resolveè by the use of 'state power• by 

the dorminant class. CODESRIA
-LI
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METHOD OF DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS 

The data and information that will be used in the 

conduct of this research will be obtained from two major 

sources namely: primary sources (official documents and 

· interviews) and sedondary sources (books, journals and 

Newspapers). 

The importance of these methods as research technique 

is that they make for replicable and valid inferences from 

data to their context. Another justification for using 

these data securing methods is that they will avail us of 

data encompassing the position$of the contending social 

forces on Nigeria's external debt management strategies and 

the politics surrounding it. 

To test our hypothesis, analysis of the data from our 

interviews, government publication, books, j~urnals and 

newspaper will be used to prove or falsify our hypothesis. 

It is important to state that, these data generation technique 

we have chosen might not fully provided all the answers to 

the questions he have posed. Thus, if in the course of our 

research, we muster some e~dence that does not agree with 

our hypothesis it means that the hypotheses might be 

invalidated. But if they do our hypotheses will be 

validated. 

We shall therefore base our case study on these methods. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

2.1 THE MAGNITUDE OF NIGERIA'S EXTERNAL DEBT CRISIS 
AND THE REASON FOR ITS PERSISTENCE: 

Since the integration of Nigeria into the global 

Capitalist system, the Nigerian economy has been shaped 

35 

by the characteristics of this system. There have been a 

continmity and consistency in the political behaviour and 

practices of industrmal Nations in their relations with 

third world countries. In the past, colonial metropoles 

forcefully alleged having incurred tremendous economic 

inconveniences in maintaining their oversees territories, 

not only had they intentionally concealed the real motives 

behind their frantic colonial expansion efforts, they also 

had manifestly suppressed information regarding substantial 

material gains accruing to them from their colonial 

engagement and connections. Technical computation of gains 

and losses were twisted in favour of officially alleged 

losses to demonstrate and prove the only one humanitarian 

character of colonization and subsumable enterpr&ses. 

Consequently, indebtedness·were asserted officially already 

at those times and later passed on the newly emerging nations. 
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In the present post colonial era, a kind of complicity 

or collusion, intended or not, amongst first world nati0ns 

to drag th&td world countries into astate of permanent 

indebtedness, which in the contemporary international 

conte~t seems to be indispensable for consolidating and 

expanding centre-periphery linkages. External debt is by 

and large accepted as a fait accompli by most first and th 

third world politician, administrators and technocrats. 

But, critical and proping mind do not subseribe to that 

kind of defeatist and fatalistic posture. In the circumstance~ 

endemic indebtedness becomes for third world countries a way 

of life that drags, deeper mnd deeper, debtors into a debt 

trap and keeps them in astate of permanent debt enslavement. 

Available records from Central Bank of Nigerian sources 

have it that external debt at the period of independence in 

1960 was H82.4 million. It increased in 1965 to N435.2m 

and by 1969 it stood at N456.0m.
2 

Table 2.1 below shows the 

magnitude and structure of Nigeria•s External Debt between 

1970 - 1991. From the table it is ctear that Nigeria•s 

outstanding external debt in 1970 was H488.8 million. 

This being made up of N59.8 million or 12.2% short-term .trade 

srrears arising from the civil war while N429 or 87.8% was 

medium and longterm. Much of this, including the 
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short-term debt was paid-0ff in the course of 1991 with 

the result that the outstanding debt of the end of 1971. 

reduced to N214.5 million. By 1977, total outstanding debt 

had increased to N496.6 million. 

A break down of total debt outstanding between 1971 and 

1977 was on the average made up of official debt from 

bilateral and multilaterial agencies. There~~ter, it 

virtually increased by three times to N1,265.7 million in 

1978, as a result of the jumbo loan from the international 

capital market (ICM). By 1980, external èebt outstanding 

was M1,866.8 million. Ever since Nigeria started borrowing 

frem the international private capital market, the magnitude 

of official debt has substantially deelined while b0rrowing 

from private sources has increased to N2,331.2 million in 

1981 and by the the end of 1982 it had skyrocket~ed to NB,819.~ 

million. Progressively, it increased to N17,290.6 million 

and N42,229.5m in 1985 and 1986 respectively. By the end 

of October 1987, it had fuit the mark of $23.443.32 million 

(or "100,789.1 million of converted N4 to $1) a result of 

the devaluation of the naira. This was due to the maturing 

of short and medium term loans and the effects of organized 

fraud of the previous civilian government. 
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While the share of total debt outstanding from 

official sources moved from an average of 91.4 percent between 

1971 and 1977, to 33.3 percent in 1978 - 1980 and 13.8 

percent in 1981 and 1987; that of private agencies moved 

from a negligible proportation in 1971-1977 to 57.6 percent 

in 1978 - 1980 and 82.0 percent in 1981-1987. 3 

From the period 1988-1991, Nigeria's External debt 

increased even more. It jumped from N133,956.3 milliom in 

1988 to N240,393.6 million in 1989, N298,614.3 in 1990 and 

N325,496.4 in 1991. During these periods, the bulk of 

Nigeria's External debt was owed to private creditors, 

especially the paris club. The nation•s external debt continued 

to increase due to the draw do~n of fresh loans, capitalization 

of unpaid interest charges on rescheduled debt obiligations, 

depreciation of the US Dollar against other creditor currencies 

and the depreciation of the niara exchange rate. The break 

down of the External debt outstanding as at 1991 showed that 

short term instruments amounted to N44,746.1 million ($4,613.1m) 

or 13.8 percent of the toatl debt shock. Medium and long term 

debt stood at N277,468.5m ($28.605.6m) and accounted for 

86.2 percent. 
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The analysis above shows that there has been an increase 

in the total stock of Nigeria's external debt. This has 

implication for the country's debt burden. 

2.2 NIGERIA'S EXTERJ.~AL DEBT BURDEN 

Nigeria 9 s External debt stock witnessed substantial 

exchanges, both in quantum and structure since the early 8ü's 

and 1991 period. Chibuzo Nwoke has analysed the debt burden 

from 1970-1985 using three indicators which include debt 

service/export revenues ratio; the debt service/external 

reserve ratio; and the interest charge/principal sum ratio. 

He argues that debt service has constituted a debilitating 

burden on Nigeria. The faster growth of debt service over 

export earnings and over the country's external reserve is 

a strong indicator of the bunch of external debt burden on 

Nigeria. Similarly 9 the astronomically high proportion of 

interest charges to total debt service all goes to shoe that 

the debt burden is suffocating and unfriendly.5 

This is shown in Table 2.2 below from CBN source. 
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In further analysis of Nigeria's external debt 

burden we focus on the period between 1986-1991. The 

rescheduling of the debt has reduced the burden of the 

country's debt in the period under review. Rescheduling 
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does not remove the debt burden 7 i t postpones i t to the :' _~ 

future. Thus, even with the rescheduling, the burden'is 

still therQ.. 0 Table 2.3 shows the debt servicing capàcity 

ratios df there haè been no rescheduling. From the table, 

the debt service ratio for the year 1986 would have been 

81.3%. This means that of the total export earnings, over 

% of it would be set aside for debt service payment. In 

1987, debt service ratio was 73.2, and rose further in 1988 

to 87.5. It deelined slight in 1989 and 1990 to, 67.7% and 

38.6 respectively. For the year 1991 it gained an additional 

16% to reach 54.6%. If these figures are compared with what 

the figures were between 1980 and 1985 as shown in table 2.2 

the difference is quite significant. This is indicative of 

the fact that the debt crisis per~tsts and intendities. 

Between the period 1986-1991, Government would have 

spent more than it did for debt service if not for the 

rescheduling. Of the estimated e~port earning of $6,327.0m 

in 1986 81.3% or $5,114.0 would have gone into debt servicing~ 
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This was the case in 1988 when out of $7,337.0 export 

earning, $6,420 or 87.5% would have been used to service 

debt. The rescheduling has shifted the burden and what 

was paid in actual fact is shown in table 2.4. 8ebt service 

ratio as a result of the impact of rescheduling was 29.4 

for 1986, 19.3 in 1987, 26.3 in 1988, 21.9 in 1989 and 26.4 

in 1990. In 1991 the figure was 25.8%. This means that of 

the total foreign exchange earning of $9.009 billion in 1991, 

$2.796 billion will be used for debt ser~ice. Even with 

this huge amount, the president, General Babangida, in his 

1992 ·budget, stated that this may fall short of the $5.565 

billion actually re·q.uired to service the nations . .:;debt. On 

the average the country must meet between $4 billion and 

$5 billion annually to creditors in debt servicing. 

The severity of Nigeria•s debt problèm is more 

forecefully demonstrated by the movement of certain debt 

ratios. At 13 .. 3 percent in 1980, the debt/export ratiorrose 

to 404.2 percent in 1986 through 341.0 percent in 1987 and 

to 241.5 in 1991. Export earnings have been low in dollar 

terms as a result of the massive devaluation or depreciation 

of the Naira exchange rate, unequal terms of trade and the 

flucluations in oil prices, which constitute over 75% of N 

Nigeria's export earningse Though the balance of trade as 

shown in .. 
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Table 2.5 appears to be positive, but in actual fact since 

1986, the naira value for export earnings ironically 

distorts the true position. 

s The ratio of debt/GoP rose continuously from onty, 

38 percent in 1980 thcough 62.3 percent in 1986. In gained 

an additional 96.6% point to hit a level of 158.9% in 1987. 

By 1988, it was already 179.1, and yaorse still the figure 

increased further between, 1989 and 1991. The figures are 

278.5%, 294.2% and 350.1% respectively. The GDP has been 

falling as a result of huge sums of money spent on debt 

service payment. This has been shown in table 2.4. When 

compared with what the figures were before 1986 the difference 

is quite substantial. In 1983 the ratio of debt to GDP was 

20.5, in 1984 it was 21.1 and 24.5 in 1985. 6 The 1991 

figure is over 14 times above the 1985 figure. 

According to table 2.4, the percenta~e of debt service 

to External reserve ratio reveals that the margin has 

:increased tremendously between 1986 and 1989, it dropped 

slightly during the 1990-91 period,. In 1986 debt service 

dwarfed external reserve by 89.9%; increased to 136.9% in 

1987, 268J1% in 1988 and 104.5% in 1989. It dropped to 

88.3 and 79.8% during the 1990-91 period. 
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Year/ 
Quarter 

1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 

1st Qtr. 
2nd Qtr. 
3rd Qtr. 
4th Qtr. 

1990 
1st Qtr. 
2nd Qtr. 
3rd Qtr. 
4th Qtr .. 

TABLE D.2.5 
FOREIGN TRADE 

( =J'i.:f= 'MILLION) 

Imports Exports & 
(C.I.F.) Re-exports 

(F.O.B.) 

756.4 885.7 
1,078.9 1,293.4 

987.6 1,412.2 
1,224.8 2,278.4 
1,737.3 5,794.8 
3,'117.4 4,988.4 
5,132.6 6,622.4 
7,159.7 7,881.7 
8,132.0 6,380.5 
6,161.9 10,397.5 
9,095.6 14,198 .. 7 

12,599.1 11,033.8 
10,100.2 9,196.4 
6,555.7 7,751.8 
4,484.5 9,138.8 
5,536,9 11,720,8 
5,974.7 9,047 .. 5 

15,695,4 29,578.1 
18,088.4 31,191.8 

5,654.1 11,860.2 
5,470.1 15,034.4 
6,511.7 14,613,4 
7,541.7 18,478.0 

10,371.7 24,792.6 
10,190.9 26,605.5 
11,555.5 38,176.5 
13,999.8 20,311.5 
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Balance 
of 

Trade 

+129.3 
+214.5 
+424.6 

+1,053.6 
+4,057.5 
+1,271.0 
+1,489.8 

+722.0 
-1,751.5 
+4,235.6 
+5,103.1 
-1,565.3 

-903.8 
+1,196.1 
+4,654.3 
+6,183.9 
+3,072.8 

+13,882.7 
+13,103.4 

+6,206.1 
+9,564.3 
+8,101.7 

+10,936.3 

+14,420.9 
+16,414.6 
+26,621.0 
+6,711.7 CODESRIA
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A look at the debt service to government revenue will 

reveal that the burden of external debt is not easing, 

but intensifying. It has progressed by vary.ing percentages 

from 1983-1991. In 1983, debt service to government 

revenue was 23.9, it gained additional 13% to reach 36.8% 

in 1984. It rose further to 40.5% and 56.3% in 1986 and 

1988 respectively. In the period 1990 and 1991 it gained 

additional ground reaching 78.2 and 109.6% respectively. 

Even with the reschedulœng, debt service has constituted a 

de~ilitating burden on Nigeria. 

Available data from CBN source reveals that the figure 

"!ould have doubled the asserted position if not fer the 

rescheduling. As we have previously argued, rescheduling 

only shifts the burden, and so long it does not remove it, 

the burden still persists and intensifys. 

Another indicator of the debt burden is the interest 

charge/principal ratio. In recent times, interest charges 

has exceeded the principal. Table 2.2 show the ratio of 

interest charges to principal amount due for repayrnènt. 

The ratio was about 67 percent in 1970, 122 percent in 1973, 

105 percent in 1974, 225 in 1975, and 1,680 percent in 1980. 

This astronomically high proport~om0of interest charges to 

total debt service is a strong indicator of Nigeria's 

severre debt burden. In 1985, it dropped sharply 
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to 35.81 percent, rose to 65% in 1986, 168% in 1987 and 

178% in 1988. For the years 1990 and 1991 the percentages 

were 221 and 255% respectively. 7 Though the percentages are 

not so high due to the impact of rescheduling, but the fact 

still remains that under a condition of economic recession 

and low export earnings spending about 255% on interest 

payment will constitute a severe burden considering the 

nation's weak foreign exchange earnings. 

The various debt burden indicators analysed above has 

shq~n that the debt burden is intensifying. The debt service 

ratio~ if there had been no rescheduling would have reach 

54.6% by 1991, while the debt service to government revenue 

jumped from 26.3% in 1983 to 231.9% in 1991. As the amount 

spent on debt servicing Js taking large proportion of foreign 

exchange earning, it invariably means that many national 

development projects have had to suffer as the strain on 

export earnings has been enormous. 

According to data available from the Wo~ld Bank source, 

Nigeria's External debt ratios exceeds that of some selected 

Third Wor.ld and Low income countries. Although there are 

variation in the data from CBN and World Bank sources, but 

the available one•s show the burden of Nigeria•s debt in 

an upward trend. 
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TABLE 2.6 SHOWING TOTAL EXTERNAL DEBT RATIOS OF SOME 
SELECTED THIRD WORLD AND LOW INCOME COUNTRIES INCLUDING 
NIGERIA (1980) AND 1989) 

COUNTRY TDS/EXPOR:B% TDS/GDP% TDS/INTEREST 
1980 1989 1980 1989 1980 1989 

Nigeria 32.2 389.6 9.0 119.3 3.J 15.6 

Benin 100.8 303.5 36.5 11.9 4.1 14.3 

Bourkian 
Faso 88.8 182.2 19.6 29.6 3.1 5.1 

Chad 305.9 163.6 30.2 36.7 0.7 1.7 

Chana 108. 3 343.8 29.7 59.9 4.3 12.2 

Togo 180.1 239.2 93.4 91.2 5.8 8 .. 6 

Zali:re 202.2 371.0 33.5 96.6 11 .. 0 4.2 

C.A.Ro 94.8 356.0 24.4 65.8 1.6 5.2 

Source: W.orld Bank Development Report, 1991 P. 250 

From the table above, the country's total debt service 
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as a percentage of export earings is higher than that of the 

other countries. While Nigeria in 1989 was having 389.6%, 

Zaire followed by 371.0% and Central African Republic had 

356.0%. Such was the case where Nigerias total debt service 

as a percentage of the Gross Oomestic product was 119.3%, 

followed by Zaire•s 96.6% and Togo's 91.2%. 
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Also from the table Nigerias interest payment as a 

percentage of exports of goods and services was the highest 

when compared with that of other countries. 

Based on our analysis from data's presented above, it 

is clear that the country•s debt burden has persisted and is 

intensifying despite the rescheduling. This increase had led 

to massive capital out flows in order to meet the debt 

obligation. On the other hand, this ad~erse development has 

crippled and impeded the development of the productive 

capacities of the country. The experience of the country 

in the present reform programme has shown that no aebtor 

country can implement a successful economic restructuring 

programme under conditions of net outflow of capital. 

Nigeria is locked in a debt trap as new loans are used 

primarily to repay existing debt instead of financing 

productive investilrnent, a situation that has simply resulted 

in an increased debt service burden. Experience has shown 

that the more money Nigeria borrows from abroad in order to 

salve the debt problem, the more complex and apparently 

insoluble it becomes. The harder Nigeria strives to extricate 

itself from the debt trap, the more entangled it becomes in it, 

precisely because of the conversence of the interests of 

international capital and the Local (;;collaborative but few 
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Compraedor in using the debt as an instrument to serve 

their interest. 

The creditors have since the 80's increased the 

interest rate to above 7% as different from the 1% it 
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used to be in the 70 1 s. On the other hand there hasn't 

been increased earnings from the country's experts as a 

result of under pricing of these commodities, this is 

coupled with the devaluation of the naira exchange value. 

All these are deliberate strategies of keeping the country 

in perpetual debt. The dominant class have on their own 

part accepted the dictates of the creditors as doing this 

will equally offer them the opportunity to hide under the 

covers of external debt and accumulate wealth, using the 

state apparatus which they control. Nwoke pointed out that 

the §tate and economy of third world countries are 

characterized by features of domination, exp&oitation and 

collaboration originally introduced through colonization 

and preserved today through neo-colonialism. 

Given the character of the Nigerian post-colonial 

state and ruling classes, dependence has mustered a 

reinforced vitality. This is not surprising because the 

ruling classes in Nigeria continue to expand primarily 

through a complex pattern of partnership with foreign firms, 
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Where the main contribution of the Nfugerian (junior 

partners) is to facilitate access to market and contracts. 

The patron-client relationship existing between these two 

fractr§ns of the dominant class is kept alive by the gains 

and benefits they derive from each other~ While the Local 

bourgeoisie has to collaborate in exploiting the masses, 

they in turn are compensated by being given part of the 

surplus they cart away with. What this means is that the 

state is being used as an instru~ent of accumulation 

(by both Local and forei~n dominant groups) at the detriment 

of the overall majority of the people. This will forrn the 

basis by which we now articulate the accumulation process 

in the Nigerian economy. 

2.3 CAPITAL ACCUMULATION AND THE DEBT CRISIS: 

As a starting point for sketching the models of 

accumulation. We need to define the term accumulation proces· 

This term encompases all the mechanisms and institutions 

involved within a given structure of ownership of means of 

production in the extraction of the surplus frorn the economy. 

Defined in this way, the term refers to the process of 

investment and the flow of capital funds required to finance 

it. In technical language, the term also refers to the 

process of "freezing of curreht output in the form of 

productive capacity (in the economy) so as 
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to increase output in the future". An analysis of the 

pattern of accumulation in an economy over any relevant 

period of time may therefore collapse into an integrated 

analysis of the patterns of investment, savings and the 

flow of capital funds on the one hand, and the structure of 

production on the other.9 

It has been emptrically demonstrated in Nigeria that 

both the political and military elite typically manipulate 

political power and militarize politics as a means of 

consolidating their class dominance through the expansion 

of their fragile economic base. Kleptocracy involving 

pervasive embezzlement, contract kick-ba~k~) (called 10 

percent) corrupt commissions etc are the standard strategies 

employed for the purpose. 10 

The indigenous business class, no doubt is central to 

the current crisis éfflicting the Nigerian people. This 

class, having been promoted by the state during the 

decolonization period was anxious, particularly after the 

civil war, to realize its full potentials as a bourge~is 

classa The indigenization decree in 1972 and 1977 created 

a fillip for this development, as the state insisted on a 

dynamic and accommodating partnership between foreign 
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and Local capital. The state joint venture created 

monopolies for the foreign capitalist in the economy through 

the state licensing and tariff policies. Through the state 

joint venture, foreign capitalist have easy access to~{ sqch 

scarce external resources as imports and foreign exchange. 

Even where the foreign capitalist are not inv&lved in the 

state joint venture in terms of ownership, the expansion of 

state enterprises facilitates avenues for expanding the market 

in capital goods, patents, consultancy, management and financië 

services for the foreign capitalist-with the opportunities to 

flourisfu in the economy. In this connection, institutional 

pre-conditions are often created for the formation of alliance~ 

among the domestic private capitalist, the foreign capitalist 

and the bureaucratie capitalist, alliances which are 

increasingly required for the intensification of the process 

of surplus extraction from the economy.11 

Sequel to this, the state in order to strengthen the 

hand of Local Capital provided W .15 million to the Nigerian 

council for management, education and training to start 

managerial training for indigenous businessmen 
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in preparation for the indigenzation programme; allocated 

NiOOm to enable the indigenous businessmen to buy equity 

shares in foreign companies, ~supported the Nigerian 

in~ustrial development ban~ in the active role it was to 

play in indigenization, and launched the Bank for Commerce 

and industry to help the indigenous entreprenuers with more 

loans. This overt state subsidy of the indigenous business 

class is linked with the covert subsidy through the looting 

of public sector resources by transaational, Local companies 

and public officials. 

Capital accumulation in Nigeria-as stated by Bangnra 

required huge public expenditure to provide contracts, loans 

and foreign exchange to business enterprises. It also 

required the heavy importation of foreign imputus such as l 

raw materials, spare parts and machinery for industry and 

the modern agricultural sector. It is not surprising that 

the planned capital expenditure rose dramatically from NS.258 

billion in 1975 to N23.695 billion in 1980. For the first tim 

in the Nigerian history, primiti~e private capital accumulatio 

became a virture which the ruling class pursued vigorously. 

The policies and dtcisions they took was only to assist in 

the furtherance of this unhealth objective which experience 

h§S proved to be antithetical to any meaningful development. 
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The floodgates of imports were opened in 1980, 

further exposing the econmmy to crisis and debt. This was 

supported by the massive and reckless borrowing which both 

the federal and state governments undertook between 1980 and 

1983, particularly from the ICM. The alarming rate of this 

unplanned borrowing and spending made one of the then 

permanent secretary, Philip Asiodu to remark that: It was so 

much easier to sign up road and harbour projects and run 

down our reserve in the process.13 

Table 2.7 sbows Nigerias imports between 1970- 1990. 

The various commpdities or sections had increased imports 

especially machinery and transport equipment, manufactured 

goods, chemicals and{ood. Available records had it that of 

Nigeria's total outstanding debt in 1983 the manufacturing 

sector accounted for @4 percent, followed by infrastructure 

(Electricity, gas/water production and construction) with 31 

percent. Community development (social and personnel services 

accounted for 21 percent, agriculture and services to 5 percen· 

each, and ot~er accounbed for 19 percent. Regrettably, the 

various sectors àid not contribute much to the productive 

capacity of the economy, nor could they pay their way out of 

the loans committed to them, especially the manufacturing and 

sectors. It rather became an important source of burden on 

the ecountry, and 
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on the other hand, a new opportunity for those engaged in 

capital accomulation. These group hide under the caffiopy of 

these sectors to make their illicit gains. 

In another related developrnent, the pressure frorn Local 

contractors, businessmen and some influential public officials 

made the government to adopt an import-oriented/dependent t 

third National development plan. This development was fraught 

with massive fraud involving Local and foreign capital as well 

as state officials. 14 One of the mostcelebrated case was c 

the cernent importation scandal which broke loose under the 

administration of Gowa~- The facts, as presented in a 

government inquiry are as follows. Sometimes in 1974, the 

Federal Ministry of Def.ence headed by ôpwan himself mndicated 

that it needed six million metric tonnes of cernent to embark 

on massive barrack building projects for soldiders. But a 

Briton serving as a Deputy secretary in the ministry contrived 

to have contracts signed for sixteen million metric tonaes in 

excess of the requirements,. And all the cernent was to be 

imported. While the price of cernent was about $54 per tonne, 

contracts were awardedd for $60 per tonnes. Moreover, all the 

contracts (28 in number) were made to fall due about the sarne 

time, leading to acute port congestion and the payment of 

heavy demurrage to foreign shipfowners. 
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Altogether, the loss sustained by the federal government in 

one year or so of the deal amounted to about $670.6 million, 

the buik of it in hard currency. 15 

There was no discipline in the Nigerian economy and 

there was too, the absence of effective check on the activitie~ 

of those loeting the economy. The rules were bend by foreign 

financiers, export credit department and Nigerian authorities 

to facilitate the process of primitive capital accumulation. 

One of the trLcks was to raise the percentage of the foreign 
1 

financial cost to as high as 90% or 100%. 

This enabled officials of state and federal governments, varia 

companies and political party stalwarts to have direct access 

to foreign exchange without having to go through the cumber

some financial prodedure of the central bank to transfer tqe 

lbsted part of their share of the contract. And in one scoop 

under Obasanjo's military junta, the Nigerian National 

petroleum corporation (NNPC) was alleged lost S2.Bm, which was 

reported to be inadvertently lodged in a private bank account 

in London between 1976-1978 at an interest rate of about 

7~% to 15%. 
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There was quite a lote of over-invoicing and non-shipment 

of actual goods for which lines of credit had been opened in 

the central bank. In one incident, bags of sand were imported 

in olace of rice and this cost Nigeria millions of Naira. 

Similarly most of the machines and equipments imported were 

near obsolate or of the inferior type. No sector in the 

Nigerian economy was free of this abuse and economic sàbotage. 

Table 2.8 lays credence to the point being made as there was 

a wide margin when import bills are compared with the true 

values of imports, especially in the period between 1975-1984. 

EXPORT 
TABLE 2.8 EARNINGS 

YEAR M BILLON 

1975 5.0 

1976 6.8 

1977 8.7 

1988 6.1 

1989 10.8 

1980 14. 

1981 11.0 

1982 8.2 

1983 7.6 

1984 8.8 

TOTAL ~?.1 

N 

IMPORT 
BILLS 

BILLION 

3.7 

5.1 

7.3 

8.2 

7.5 

9.7 

12.0 

10.8 

8.9 

7.2 

80.4 

TRUE VALUE 
OF IMPORTS 

N BILLION 

0.9 

1.3 

1.8 

2.1 

1.9 

2.4 

3.0 

2.7 

2.7 

1.8 

20.1 

Source (1) CBN, Annual Report various issues 

ÔVER 
INVOICING 

N BILLION 

2.8 

3.8 

5.5 

6 .. 1 

5.6 

7.3 

9.0 

8.1 

6.7 

5.4 

60.3 

(2) M.E. Akor, SAP as antithesis of Nigeria's 
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Economie Recovery. Paper presented at the Nigerian 

Economie Solvely Annual Conference, Ile-Ife, 

1983 P. 2. 

Although Nigeria imported goods and services worth N80.4b 

between 1975 and 1984, the true value of import was only 

N20.1 billion with 860.3 billion expcopriated thoough over

invoicing. The economy was therefore in deep crisis as the 

external reserve of N5.8 billion in 1980 was reduced to 

N2.6 billion in 1991 and N1.098b in 1985. 

An article had it that between 1979 and 1983, the entire 

N43 billion Nigeria earned from the export of petroleum in 

addition to about N2 billion foreign exchange reserve ltft 

by the military at the end of 1979, where liquidated by the 

ruling class. By implication, between 1979, and 1983, Nigeria 

expanded about N45 billion and accumulated an external debt 

of about $20 billion within the same period. 17 

(See Table 2.9 showing revenue and expenditure of Nigeria 

within this period). 
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TABLE 2.9 NIGERIA REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE 1979 - 1884 (.M) 

YEAR REVENUE EXPENDITURE SURPLUSE/DEFICIT 

1979 8,868.4 7,406.7 + 1,461.7 

1980 12,138.7 14,113.9 - 1,975.2 

1991 7,068.3 10,774.4 - 3,708.5 

1982 5,819.1 11,923.2 - 6,104.1 

1983 6,594.6 11,664.6 - 5,070.0 

1984 7,811.9 10,342.6 - 2,530.7 

Source: CBN, Annuel Reports (1980 - 1984) 

Quentin peel, in a paper titled, Nigeria's Debt problems: 

Causes and solutions, further butt~essed the above point. 

He stated that even in the years between 1973 and 1981, when 

Nigeria was benefitting from the quantum leap in oil revenue, 

she actually managed to spend more on investments than she 

received from total oil revenues: the latter are estimated 

at some N'65 billion( :-in :i.ts,:\n°t'ff.éty whi le investment spending 

is put at N70 billion. He further added that "the result of 

the/head-long rush for development was stretched beyond the 

level at which they could maintain quantum control in both 

the selection and execution of projects. The priority of 

government was clearly to press ahead with development spending 

of all sorts just as fast as the windfall oil revenue allow 

without any saving for a rainy day. 18 
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wealth. 

Under the present Babangida regime, the process has 

been intensified under the prevailing structural Adjustment 

programme. It is a programme that has made the rich, richer 

and the poor, poorer. There have been cases where huge 

sums of money have disappeared from the people's bank and 

the central bank. And such bodies like the Directorate for 

Foods, Roads and Rural Infrastructure (DFRRI); the National 

Directorate for employment (NOE), the Setter Lifé Programme, 

MAMSER, and the various privatization/commercialization 

programme have all become avenues of siphoning public wealth. 

It is on record that the present regime has produced the 

largest number of millionaires ever had in the history of thif 

country. The governing class sees toit that other members 

of the ruling class gets a share of the national cake to the 

marginalization of the masses. The government is ever quick 

to cover whatever exposure that might emanate from any 

quarter, as the earnings from oil exports during the Gulf war 

has shown. Uptill now, Nigerians do not actually know how 

much was earned and how it was spent. Under the military 

administration, there is a general lack of check and 

accountability in the practices and use of public maoney 

by the present regime. 
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Bright Ekuerhare in an article on "Recent patterns of 

accumulation in the Nigerian economy has established the fact 

that the process of capital accumulation has been facilitated 

by the exploitation of wage labour. A highly simplified 

marxian model of capitalist accumulation process may be 

sketched through the labour theory of value. Central to this 

model is the rate or ratio of exploitation which constitutes 

the potential engine dY.ÏNing the capi t.list accumulation 

process. The ratio of exploitation can be expressed as the 

ratio of the flow of surplus to the wage bill paid to workers. 

The ratio of exploitation is determined by the fortunes of the 

class war manifested in the monopoly power of capitalist and 

in the trade union strength of workers as mediated by the 

control of state apparatus. Arise in the ratio of 

exploitation might resuit from an increase in monopoly power 

of capitalists and from a weakening of trade union resistance. 

Conversely, a fall in the ratio of exploitation might be 

caused by a growth of trade union strenghth combined with a 

more intense competition which might prevent the capitalists 

from passing fully raised money-wages into prices. 21 
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The problem of realization of surplus as profit emanated 

mainly from the character of the accumulation process when 

the deepening economic crisis was officially ackmowledged. 

It [~s be showrn analytically and empirically (Ekuerhare, 

1984 and 1986) 22 that the post-civil-war economy upto 1982 
,,.,_ ·-- (\ 

was suffoc.ted with ,,poj;~_n,tiâ], surplus which was appropri-.ted 
1., ... ' --- -~ 

by the domestic bourgeoisie in collaboration with foreign 

bourgeoisie. R-.ther than converting il substantial proportion 

of the potential surplus into capitalist accumulation in the 

economy, _the domestic bourgeoisie together with its foreign 

bourgeoisie-ally indulged in an unprecedented conspicuous 

consumption and surplus expatriation from the economy. Such 

non-conversion of the surplus into• additional capital• was 

manifested as primitive accumulation in the economy. The 

manifestation of primitive accumulation in this way has been 

generalized for the third world by Ernest mandel: 

Primitive accumulation of capital and capital 

accumulation through the production of surplus 

value••• are net merely successive phases of 

economic history but also concurrent economic 

proca.sses. Primitive accumulation sU.111 rem.ins 
'·-

both quantitatively more decisive ••• than the 

creation of surplus value in the process of 

production itself. 23 
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Ekuerhare and Mandels observation augments marx•s assertion 

that: 

Capitalism has always involved exploitation 

What distinguishes the contemporary process 

of capital accumulation is its increasingly 

super exploitation ef labour in the third world. 

In otherwords, capital is now appropriating more than 

the surplus value produced by labour beyond the wages 

received for the sustainance and reproduction of labour 

power. It is appropriating also part of the 

consumptibA~ fund workers need to survive, that is to 

sustain and reproduce labour power. The forcilile ,j 

reduction of wages below this value••• (which) 

transforms within certain limits, the labourer necessary 

consumption fund into a fund for the accumulation of 

. capital. 24 

The present process of capital accumulation is 

extending and intensifying the deplorable 'living' 

conditions of the vast portion of Nigerian workers. In this 

context, it is significant that high mor~ality, malnutra

tion, disease, deplorable standands of living, violence and 

so forth are recur~ent occurence of the exploited in the 

state. 
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Exploitation of the workers is made possible by the 

character of the post colonial state. The state is the 

principal instrument used by capital to create, maintain, 
i 

extend and intensify the political and economic conditions' 
1 

necessary for super exploitation. It functions as the 

watchdog of super exploitation by repressing first and 

for:.-E®--:i.re labour and its organisations. Since the inception 

of Nigeria•s ec~~mic crisis, th~t led to the introduction 1 

i 

of •austerity measures•, there has been various cases of 

state contained and nation wide r,'i:-ots, strikes and civil 

unrest. Past and present administration have surpressed 

labour movement and union organizations and repressed large 

sectors of the population through systematic relations of 

their political, civil and human rights. The repression is 

not accidental er mere ideologically motivated, rather it is 

a necessary concomitant of economic exploitation. 

Such organizations like the Nigerian labour congress 

(NLC), National Association ef Nigerian Students (NANS) 

Academic staff union of Universities (ASUU), Human Rights 

groups and other unorganized groups have been hit by the 

sledse hammer of the various administrations. 

Workers on their part never detered in their 

agitation for better working conditions, and subsequent 

reduction of the burden of economic reform, (especially en 

the issue of SAP and external debt management), not with-
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Some gains such as increases in minimum wage, increased 

allowances, economic relief packages and a relatively 

impreved working conditions has been recorded. 

At this point, Bangura•s analysis regarding the 

inability or weakness of the workers to effectively check 

their exploitation has revealed three main factors: 

1. The acceptance by unions of the capital/labour relation

ship which gives implicit recognition to the right of 

and retain any profit, 

2. The existence of a reserve labour force which checks 

unions militancy., and 

3. The influence of the informal non-wages sector acti~g: 

as a buffer to cushion workers against some of the adverse 

effects of retionalization. 25 

Workers are exploited in the sense that they are not · 
' 

getting the actual value of their work. The imposition of r __ ~ 

crisis "austerily" and "adjustment" plans, has meant firs~ 
' 

and foremost th~ sacrifice(> of the social welfare and 

consumption subsidy state expenditure as is currently bei~g 

witnessed today. Since the reduction in public welfare 

expenditures has corne at the sametime as cuts in 
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1 

direct real wages, it has aggravat~d the crisis f~r labour! 

and the poor. The result of increasing direct and indirect 

exploitation and pauperization of the masses. 

The logical outcome of the various economic and state 

policies of past and present administrations (especially the 

Babangida regime) depicts a high level of alignment or 

romance with the owners of international capital in 

exp loi ting the wo.t:king peoples of Nigeria. The acceptancei 

and implementation of the IMF and World Bank Programme against 

public outcry goes to show that the administration was re~dy 

t0 "play ball" on a turf determined by the IMF. Ordinaril!y, 

if the dominant class in Nigeria do not have an_1:hing to g~in, 

they would ~have accepted the programme, talkless 

implementing it. The experiences from various latin

American and African countries who have adopted the ,aj 

' 

' 1 

adjustment package should have taught them that the creditors 

solution does not hold the key to economic recovery, rather 

it is a gateway to economic crisis. 

In addition to the earlier point made about the coll~

boration between the Nigerian dominant class and the owners 

of international capital in exploiting Nigerian working 
: 

people and worsening the debt crisis, is the problem of nœt 

knowing actually how much the country was ~~ing. 
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confDl."J'.cting figures. Olukoshi had pointed out that "one 
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of the most complex issues which various Nigerian Governmen:ts 

' have had to address in their effort to manage the country•s; 
1 

external debt was the question of determining the amount 1 

owed to various international private and public organizati.ons. 

It is an issue that Waa·created a great deal of acrimony and 

mutual suspicion between the Federal Government and the 

holders of the country•s promissory notes. And, as we noted 

earlier, the massive fraud built into the loan procucement'. 
1 

system did not help matters at all. To date, no solid and: 

reliable data have been established to confirm the total 

value of the country•s debt. 26 

! 
In the light of the above evidence, it is now an obvieus 

fact that the Nigerian external debt's persistence and 

intensification is an outcome of various factors, central 

to which is collaboration of the ruling class in Nigerian 

in partnership with imperialist forces and the owners of 

foreign capital. The existence of external debt serves their 

class interest. By borrowing more money and servicing par't 
i 

of the debt, and avenue is created for siphoning money abr:oad. 

The act of kteptocracy has been rampant in Nigeria. On the 
1 

i 

other hand, by giving out more loans the creditors use it :to 

keep Nigeria tied to their apron stings. 
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Given the character of the Nigerian post-colonial 

state and ruling classes, dependence has mustered a reinfor;ce 

vitality. This is not surprising as the ruling class in 

Nigeria continue to expand through a complex pattern of 

partnership with foreign firms. It lays·credence to Timothy 

shaw•s argument "the Nigerian economy is controlled by a 

coalition, a triple alliance or commercial trtad, "cemposeq 

of international capital, local private capital and state 
1 

capital, with the first ally, transnational capital occupying 
27 

a dominant position." 

The domminant fraction of the fuling class a(~J;jws:~r-lsy 
-- ------....L.-> - . 

willing to atJ~w the owners of foreign capital to foray and 

plunder the economy provided it is let into a bit of the 

action. This explains the persistence of Nigeria•s extern~l 
' 

debt. Despite the concern and the exploitative intentions: 

of foreign capital, the Nigerian bourgeoisie is part of th~ 
' 

structure of this exploitati®n and the exploitative activities 

of foreign capital bring wealth to members of this class •. 

The various recovery programme and debt management strateg;ies 

designed to check the crisis are in actual fact according ,t0 
28 

ihonobvere "s ta tus quo" reinforcing and exacerba ting 

options or mechanisms for maintaining the existing order, 

which is disadvan'~ageous and exp loi tative to the interest 1of 

the overall peoples of Nigeria. 
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The manifestation of these material interests of the 

Nigerian b0urgeoisie is evident in the various economic 

reform policies and the debt restructining strategies whicrn 

serve but to exacerbate the crisis. They provided a proteçtive 

economiè umbrella through which the owners of internationa~ 

capital continued their econ0mic exploitation through busi~ess 

partnership with indigenous enterprenurers. 

The unholy alliance consumated between the dominant 

class and the creditors implied the co-existence of two 

factions of the same bourgeois calss, one understandably 

holding political authority without sufficient control of 

the support economic base, and the other wielding tremend0us 

economic power but inevitably having to influence politica~ 
i 

decisions indirectly through the poli tical office holders •. 29 

In conclusions, the interest of the d0minant c1lass in: 

Nigeria consists of the encouragment and protectioA of pri:vate 

capital both local and foreign, marginalization of the working 

pe0ple; and the use of state powers to achieve selfish cl~ss 

inte1Jt.est. The debt burden is bound to persist so long as : the 

dominant class retain and control the various socio-econo~ic 

and political activities of the State. 
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CHAPTER.THREÈ 

3.0 'l'HE POLITICS OF EXTERNAL DEBT MANAGEMENT 

3.1 Credit0rs - Government - W0rkers P©sitions 0n Nigeriai~ 

External Debt. 

In recent times, external debt has been the mest potent 

weap@n used .to control the economy Qf third world countries 

by credi tor natiG:rns. Debt payment and ·collection bas beca,me 

a poli tical @he~~~gj3.me cr a very delicate ecenomic and 

p~litical issue in iriternational relations which complexi~y 

requires the negotiating skill of the masters of the game~ 
. ! 

The. player ef the.debt game wants to maximize gains. and 

minimize losses by ensuring that they do net carry the debt 

burden alone~ 

Harold o. laswell•s conception of politjcs as being 

concerned wi th wh© gets what, whèn and hew1 , . equally app1lies 

te- the poli tics ef Nigerias external debt crisis.· This 1' 

definition is ~seful, though limited. Its gre~t~st usefu[riess 
! 

is that it expands the horizon of the enquirer, encouragrng 
, 1 

him ta l0ok fer poli tics in many social ser:l:ingsÇJ 0ther than 

formal public government. It helps underline the fact tHat 

poli~ics-is·ab@ut decisien taken by people, g0vernments ~nd 
\ ' . ' 

1 

œrganization concerning certain objectives which they ce~sider 
J 

desirable. It als0 contains the implications of some str,uggle 

involved in thé making of the decision as to who in soci~ty 
: 
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attains these ~bjectives, and when and h@w they d0 so2• 

The poli tics ef . external debt ·management is therefore a gal'!)e 
1 

Cl>f •wi ts • between the contending social forces -in Nigeria.,; 

Nigeria in the 70 1 5 and early part ef the 80's went 

headlong inte external berrewlng with~ut any debt manageme~t 
1 

strategy. AccQrding te Adeb,ya Adedeji, "there is ne inter-

g0vernmental machinery fer co©rdinating e~ternal ~id. The 

ministerial ceordinating c@mmittee.~n External Aid formed in 

1962 has never functioned«.3 It was only in the peri0d of: 

grewing external debt that debt management was seen as vit~l. 

Bjf0re this t::îlmes h>ans were used · indiscriminatèly wi th li~tle 
' ' 

®r no planning. The resultant effect ©f·this was that ext~rnal 

loans w~re sunk inte unprofitable projects, while the remalning 

was amassed through illegal.means by the ruling class. 

As at the time the deçt reached crisis point, what was 

really at issue was the strategy to be adopted fer the 

restructurin~ process. was it to se centered 0n an effertr- · 
['-

at a fundamelT'ltal re@rganization 0f the entire fabric of the 

Nigerian economy 0r ~as if simply going to be confined te 

pelicy measures ur:1dertaken ssolely to tackle the \}probJ:em 
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within the existing system ef capital accumulation in the · 
' ! 

society? Fer a variety of reasons the m0st imp0rtant of which 
' 

is the balance ·ef power am@ng contending sociE:11 ferces in the 
1 

Society, itwas the latter Gpti-oij f©r restructuring within: 

the e~isting structures that was selected by the state.4 

External debt management has been a very difficult and 
. . 

painful process, not .just because of the sh0rtage. ef the 

cariJb_1~3 ®f skilled manpower needed te help handle the problem 

but, mere critically~ because the process itself is a balahce 
! 

0f lœcal and external forces interested in the final outcome. 

Te the extent that a country•s debt management pr©gramme has 

direct and differing implications for the various csntending 

social fer;-ces ( :the credi tors, g0vernment and the Nigerian q:·_,i 

working peoples) te that extent it is pœlitical. 
. . 

Each of the dœmestic ~nd external ferces either 0n it~ 

&wn œr in alliçr:1ce with 0thers strives to ensure that Nigeria's 

debt management strategy achieves i ts ebjectives and perce:ived 
' ' ' interests. Thus for example, the Nigerian credit©rs, oft~n 

with the IMF and wôiUd Barnk support, make it a peint to in:sist 
,;r... 

on a 1:~'fiJÎly ~ased foreign influenced and controlled third ' 
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world debt management package which puts emphasis on debt 

repayment which will be carried eut under the auspices of ~he 

world Bank· and IMF suppœrted adjustme·nt pr0grammes. The 

mandate of the fund has been stretched to ensure tha t. the 

adjustmerit programme of highly indebted. develop:ing ceuntri~s 
' 

enable them to meet their external .debt ebligations tœ wes.tern 

creditor nations. This is why a precondition foi restruct-

uring the debts of Locs by the pai';Ïs af.'ld London club is th:at 
. i . 

their adjustment pr©grammes must be approved by the IMF and 

the werld Bank. The twe institutions are usually invelved, in 

the design and implementation of adjustment progremme fœr rany 

developing countries · including Nigeriar.i,5 In the pn,cess they 
i 

werk closely tegether. 

Experience has shown that more often than not, a debt;<i>r 
1 

has ©nly.limited room to mariage a debt crisis to advantag~. 
1 

This ·is clearly made mainfest in the light ef the Shagari,: 

Buhari and Babangida administrations' adoptien of stabili~ation 
i 

and adjustm~nt programmes. SAP aims at reducing the count:ry's 

external debt burden and attracting a net inflow of fereign 

capital w~ile keeping a lid en foreign loans"~ The adjustment 
1 

programmes are practical poli~iees rodted in the IMF debt 

strategy which is based on the perception of the 
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6' third world debt crisis as a balance of payments problem. i 

This stra.tegy contains three main elements namely effectfv;e 
. ' 

growth-6riented· policies, a supportive international 

environment and an adequate flow of financing. It 

de-emphasizes state control in faveur of market forces. ihis 

creditors see indebtednes~ as an outcomè of. internal bottie-
i 

nec~s which if ad~quately restructured under SAP wi11· lead to 

economic growth. They insist on debt ~epayment as agains~ 

debt cancellation. 

Mr Christopher Macrae, British High Commissioner in; 

Nigeria warned in 1991 that Nigeria should not expect her: 

foreign debts to be written off, painting out that debtor~ 

1 

should not think that loans they got from Europe came" frqm 

some magic and everlasting pot of- gold somiwhere beyond trye 

sea that could be written-off on request".7 

If the utterances of senior mffici~ls of these credit®r 

nations are anything t0 go by, Nigeria has ne 0ption than;te 

pay her debts. Former British prime minister, Mrs. Marga~et 

Thatcher said during her visit te the country two years ag0 

that Nigeri.a is ne>t a poor nation to deserve debt' relief..· 

F©rmer vice president and strongman of the United States 
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ef America, Mr Dan. Quayle added his voice toit, 
. 8 

· insisting that "debt must be paid 0ff". 

On their ewn part, the position of the government 

concerning the nations external debt has been weak and 

unchallenging. Ne radical decision has been taken to 

question the rationale of the credit0rs positions. 

83 

The government•s position has been to seek compromise 

with the creditors position. The vice president Augustus 

A. Aikhomu has often declared openly that the nation must 

pay its debt, adding that the polemics surrounding" the 

rejection of debt are net realistic solutions".· While 

leading the Nigerian delegation to the extraordinary seesion 

of the summit of OAU Heads of state and government conveyed 

on Addis Ababa, Ethiepia, from 30 November t0 1st December 

1987, he joined 0ther reactionary African leaders in 

asserting that: 

"Our position is that our external 
debt is an individual commitment by 
member states which they will have 
to honour". 

After this astounding disclaimer of the legitimacy 

of collective or United action on debt, they proceeded to 

specify a bill of particular~: 
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Official loans te be cœnverted to grants, n@n-ODA 

effici~lly guarantee~ debt (as &f 1/1/87) te be cœnverted 

tœ .lo&ns at lœwer interest, new flew ef funds tœ be 

assured by multilateral institutions, increased res@urqes 
1 

and cev.erag.e fer c&mpensaiery . financing f aci li ties and 

extensien @f the coverage te repurchase of existing debt: 

at market rescheduling of IMF credits and creati@n œf 

additien.l SDR 1 s te the tur.e @f $15. billien, aèditienal 

fuhàs from the W@rlè Bank .t~ be addressed to sub-saharan 1 

Africa, l@ans to low inc~me c@untries t0 bear 50 - year i 

m&tohities with 10 years grace anè n® m@re than 0.75% in 

gress charges, rescheduiing @f .debts œn multi-year basis, 
• 1 

and censelidatien of c~mmercial leans to have 50 years 

~,€~y;" 10 years grace, and minimum ef f ive years to be 

cœns0iiàateè. They calleà for fresh funds witheut whichi 
~ ..r-....__' 

n0 grewth. will be possible - in line with the (ij~~ti@~;~ 
:9 

in UNC',:'AD: 105 S •. IX ·0f 1978 ancd 134 - 140 0f UNCTAD VI:I. 

The Nigerian president, General Ibrahim Babangida, : 
1 
1 

in a budget broadcast reiterated th~ governments 9esiti~n 

as state~ by the vice president. He stateê: 
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negotiate debt reduction agreement and 
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at the same tirne endeavour to create a 
congenial atmosphere that would encourage 
the inflow of new funds •••• While we will 
not repudiate any legitimate debt we owe~ 
We will not at the same time live for our 
creditors. 10 

The position of the government simply put is that they 

have accepted the debt as the country's responsibility and 

must continue to service it. This of course is in accordance 

with the position of the creditors, who have continued to 

reap the benefits of the country's debt servicing. 

At this junction, it is pertinent to point out that the 

position of the government not to renounce any debt it deemed 

legitimate, inforrned the acceptance of the creditors proposal 

on the dispute over the amount the country was owing. The 

acceptance of the creditors position has increased the debt 

burden and reinforced the continued dependence of the Nigerian 

econorny on the West. With the governrnents position the debt 

crisis is bound to linger for decades to corne, and holds a 

bleak future for generations yet unborn. 

Apart frorn the creditors and governrnent position on 

external debt, another contending social force on 
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the debt issue is the Nigerian working pe0ples. These 

grsup are bearers @f the èebt burden. They are made up ef: 

civil servants, students, peasants, market w0men and the 

majerity ©f the p@0r. 

The pesitien @f the Nigérian labeur c0ngress (NLC) 

0n Nigeria•s external èebt tâS shiffeè frœm cancellatien as 

was pr~viously held uptill 1988, te the use ®f 10 perc~nt •f 
i 

' expert earnings @n debt service. The cancellatiœn of 

Nigerias debt as previeusly advecated by the NLC, cempblements 

their spp0sition t® the IMF lœan and the c0nditi0nalities 

fer taking it. Alhaji Ali Chiroma argued during the IMF 

debate that "taking the lean w®uld ~ake Nigeria~s ecenemy 

subservent te the ec@n@my ©f the devel@ped countries that 1 

· 11 
-d0mjnate the IMF" • 

Askeà why the g0vernment changed its pesiti®n frem out

right cancel lati0n ta the use of 10 percent œf expert c:; ! 
! 

earnings, Mr. Chris WyGt, the information ~fficer of the NLC 

stated this was as a result 0f the c@ngress resolve· to che~k 
/ 

the debt burden caused by hi9h debt service·payment knowing 

fully well that the gmverhment was .net reaèy to adopt the 

initial eptien". 
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The G~neral Secretary of service Technic.l warker~ 

Union Mr Sylvester Eji©f~r was of the opinion that s~ch 

factors like weak leadership, factienal disputes am0ng uni©ns 

and the gevernment use efforce ~8 curb lab@ur militancy 

have all c0ntributed in shœping the position of workers in 

recent times". 12 

In addition, the NLC is against the debt equity swap, 

as the s.le of public property to individuals w0uld unleash 

mere sufferings for the workers. The CQngress calleœ on 

the government to improve the exp0rt sectors in @rder to earn 

m~re f©reign exchange. 

According to .n official d0cument of the NLC while 

reacting to. the external debt service issue of the 1990 budget 

speech, it stated: 

With the worsening economic crisis and 
deteri0ration in the living conditions of 
Nigeri.~s, the NLC is opposed te the use 
ef 30 percent 0f export earnings fœr external àùl 
debt service payments ••• The implementatien 
of this policy will lead to the inefficient use 
of the country•s hard fQreign exhange earnings ••••• 
considering the devaluation of the naira and 
the peor exp©rt revenue will nmt be sufficient, 
to meet the domestic needs ef the country. 
G@vernment refusal to use not m@re than 10 percent 
œf exp•rt earnings will lead to continuing 
struggles ••• as. result @f growing hardship ano 
pGverty ~f the Nigerian w0rking people.13 
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Similarly, the position of the National Association 

of Nigerian students (NANS) has been more challenging and 

uncompromising on the issue, of external debt. Asking the 

leader of NANS, Olusegun M_alyegun, the posi tionq of Nigerian 

students on the country•s ex~ernal debt, he replied as follows: 

First, it is the position of NANS that the country's 

external debts are dubious and illegitimate. The leaders 

have not justified or given a proper account of how they spent 

the money. Nigerians cannot be made to pay the debts because 

the loans were not, invested in people•s oriented ,projects, 

rather they were sunk into unprofitable projects that enabled 

the ruling class to accumulate wealth. A commission set up 

the Buhari regime showed that Nigeria was owing only about\ 

of the external debt, and this goes to underscore the dubious

ness of the external debt figures. 

Secondly, experience from other third world countries 

has shown that those debts are unpayable. it is the position 

of NANS that .'the country•s·debt should be repudliated or 

cancelled whether the ,creditors like it or not. Anything 

short of this, the political leaders and other members of the 

f~v/~1:,ut- bighly exploita tive members of the ruling class should however 
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be held responsible, their assest should be confiscated and 

used in paying the debt. External debt is deceitful and 

condemnable, and outcome of collaboration between the Nigerian 

dominant class and the owners of foreign capiral. The 

abolition of bourgeois privileges as a means of freeing 

national wealth for repayment of debt is vital. 

Finally, it is the position of NANS that all debt service 

payment by government should be stopped to prevent the collapse 

of the Nigerian economy and society. In addition, Nigerian 

leaders should stop all external borrowing and scrap all fund 

and Bank adjustment programme. 14 

The position of the Nigerian working peoples stand in 

opposition to that of the government and creditors. Working 

class organization in Nigeria spare no effort to ensure that 

they are not made to carry the worst consequences of ;i:;debt 

crisis which is not their making. 

Though the position of the government and that of the 

creditors seem to hold sway, the undèr currents emanating from 

the working peoples struggle~ has led to the shaping of the 

final outcome on the countrys external debt management strategy 

This will be discussed in the latter part of the next se~tion. 
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In the absense of political parties which could take 

the demands of the NLC and articulate the interests expressed 

by the NANS at high political levels, the balance of forc~s 

weighed in faveur of the government. Not surprisingly, the 

debt management strategies adopted by Nigeria feflected the 

interests of the dominant class on whose behalf the 

government acts. 

3.2 External Debt Management Strategies 

External debt management is intricate and requires 

careful planning. In the words of A. Ahmed, Governo~ of the 

Central Bank, "External debt management is a conscious and 

carefuly planned schedule of the acquisition, deployment and 

retirement of loans acquired either for developmental purposes 

or to support the balance of payments. It incorporates 

estimates of foreign exchange earnings, sources of finance, 

the projected returns from investment and the repayment 

schedule. It also includes an assessment of the country's 

capacity to service existing debts and a juàgement of the 

desirability of contracting further loans". 

Nigeria•s external debt management strategies has varied 

from time to time since the early 1980s when the debt cri~is 

became pronounced. However, a panacea solution which was a 
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more prqgnnrl!lltic, articulate and all embracing plan was set 

out in February, 1988 with the following policy objectives: 

to outline strategies for increasing foreign exchange earnings 

thereby reducing the need for external borrowing; to set out 

the criteria for borrowing from external sources and determine 

the type of projects for which external loans may be obtained; 

to '~Mtline the mechanism for servicing external debts of the 

public and private sectors; to outline the roles and responsi

bilities of the various organs of the federal and state 

governments as well as the private sector in the management 

of external debt. Consequently, the following guidelines were 

issued as regards government borrowing. 

i) Social services or infrastructures would be ranked 

on the basis of their cost/benefit ratios. 

ii) Economie sector projects should have positive internal 

rate as high as the cost borrowing. 

iii) Projects to be financed with external loans should be 

supported with feasibility studies (which of course, 

include loan acquisition, deployment and retire plan 

schedule). 

iv) External loans for private and public sector projects 

of quick yielding nature can be sourced from the 

private capital markets while loans for 
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social service can be sourced from concessional financing 

institutions. 

v) Borrowing by state governments, parastatals and private 

agencies muslreceive the approval of the Federal 

government before they are contracted. The private sector 

borrowing approval does not constitute a federal government 

guarantee or currency undertaking, but to ensure that the 

borrowing conforms with national objectives. 

vi) The State Government borrrowing proposals should be 

submitted to the ministry of finance and Economie 

Development and the Central Bank of Nigeria for considerati 

before they are incorporated in the final public sector ~: 

borrowing for the annual budget. 

vii) State Governments and their agencies, as well as federal 

parastatals should service their debts through the 

for~icjn==~,Exchange Market (FEM) and inform the Federal 

Ministry of Finance and Economie Development for record 

purposes. For failuçe to service their debts, the naira 

equivalents would be deducted at source before the 

balance of their statutory allocations are released. 
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For loans on-lent by the Federal Government to State 

Governments, the Federal Ministry of finance and 

Economie Development would make due paymentss and 

deduct the full amounts at source from their statutory 

allocations. 

ix) As for the private sé-c~~?E~;:'~Jndustries that are export

oriented should service their debts from their export 

earninings while others should utilize the FEM 

facilities to service their debts. 15 

As part of the progmatic approach to reduce the burden of 

the exter,rn:~l debt, the following measures/strategies have been 

taken in recent years. 

(A) EMBARGO ON NEW LOANS 

This involves temporary stoppage of further external 

commitments in the form of loans until the debt position 

improves. This measure is not intended to reduce the burden 

of servicing external debt; rather it is aimed at preventing 

additional burden. 

It should be recalled that since 1984, an embargo has 

been placed on new government borrowing from abroad, certain 

exceptions were, however, granted in respect on going core 

projects that are considered to be in the overall interest of 

the economy. Moreover, loans whether internal or externally given 
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whose terms are exceptionally favourable especially in terms 

of interest rate and long repayments period are also 

accommodated. This is an enforced discipline which becomes 

necessary in view of the past experience. Occasionally, the 

federal government has fixed the maximum level of debt commit

ment for both the federal and state governments. In 1978, 

such a fixation was MS billion for the federal government, and 

in 1982, it was N200 million for any state governrnent. 

(B) LIMIT ON.DEBT SERVICE PAYMENTS 

This would require the setting of a proportion of export 

earnings to meet debt service obligations to allow for Internal 

development. In this regard, the state governrnents were 

required in 1980, to spend not more than 10 percent of their 

total revenue on debt service payments. Based on the 
' ~ .. 

agreement wtth the federal ministry of finance, a defaulting 

state government can be bailed out, although the amount in 

default would be deducted at source from its budgetary 

allocation. In the case of the federal government, 30 percent 

is set aside for debt servicing. 

(C) DEBT RESTRUCTURING 

The restructuring of_ debt involves the congersion 
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of an existing debt into another ~ate~ory of debt through 

refinancing, rescheduling buy back, issuance of a collaterised 

bond, and the provision of new money. 

(1) DEBT REFINANCING/RESCHEDULING 

By way of definition debt refinancing refers to a strategy 

for transforming short term trade obligation into long term 

ones. This is done by the granting of new medium term loans 

in the amount of the debt that is due which is now repaid from 

the proceeds of the new loan. 16 

On the otherhand, a debt rescheduling entails the re~ordering 

by mutual agreement between a creditor and debtor, of the 

condition and terms for·the repayment of debts owed by the 

latter to the former. In practice, such a re-ordering, involveE 

the lengthening of the repayment period and the lowering or 

raising of the interest chargeable on the principal loan. 17 

Before the creditors or owners of international capital 

would agree to refinance or reschedule the debt of any 

country, the tendency is that the debtor country must have 

embarked and implemented stabilization and adustment measures 

designed and supervised by them. It is only if they are 

convinced that the restructuring programme has been well 

carried out, that they issue the debt-ridden country 
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a clean bill of health, this will then form the basis for 

refinancing and- rescheduling debts. This debt rescheduling 

exercise does not only postpone the debt repayment but spreads 

it over a number of years with an d~itial period of grace. 

The debtor coun~ry will however continue ta pay interest on 

the debt.until fully repaid. By this process the debtor 

country is further entrenched into the vicious circle of debt 

peonage; into the firms grips of imperialism and doQ.Med to 

further exploitation slavery and underdevelopment. 

Thr refinancing/rescheduling programme for Nigerias extenal 

debt was first implemented in 1983, when refinancing 

agreements on confirmed letters of credit, amounting to 

#2,112.0 milliom were reached and these involved a repayment 

of three years including a grace period of six months at an 

interest rate of~ percent above libour. These claims were 

fully repaid _in 1986. Following this successful excerise, 

agreement were reached ta refinance other matured debts. 18 

According ta available data from CBN source, between the 

period 1983 - 1986, a total of NS,048.7 million has been 

refinanced, whi le by 1986 N12, 279. 7m oof the contracted dè:p·t· · 
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was outstanding arrears still not refinanced. At this same 

period, the country•s total external debt stood at N42,229.5 

million. Though refinancing slightly reduced what would have 
' ' it 

been the total debt stock had it bee~-tasn•t refinanced, but 
1, 

the fact still remains that the amount refinanced were too 

insignificant to make any majo~ impact on the debt burden. 

In the subsequent years, progress was made in the 

reconciliation ,of insured short term tracte arrears as two 

agreements were negotiated and signed. The first agreement 

with the Paris club of creditors was aegotiated and signed in 

March 1989.~ The success of this agreement made it possible 

for other biliateral agreements to be signed wit~ eight 

member countries·,;· .. and negotiations to be concluded with five 

others. The second agreement known as the refinancing and 

restructuring agreement was signed with the London club of 

creditors also in March 1989. This agreement provided for 

repayment bètween 1989 and 1991 of payable debt of US $500 

million, repayable between 1992 and 2003 of refinanced letters 

of credit of US $2,440 million and repayment between(,'k9r<J 2003 

of medium and longterm debts of US $2,800 million.19 

These agreements have the unfavourable and anti-development 
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implication of extending the hands of imperialist control 

over the Nigerian economy. It would be merely stating the 

obvious that debt refinancing is to the advantage of~ and 

protects the interests of the creditors. It is infact a 

creditors solution, serving to maintain the exploitative 

tracte and financial relations, necessary for the triumph 

of the forces of imperialism and neo-colonialism. 

Efforts to reschedule debtsuuriderj:the:::auppices,.,6fttb.e 

London and Paris clubs have been geared up since 1986. In 

1987, :r:-escheduling involving medium/long term debt amounting 

to ~1.6 billion falling due to the London club for 1980 and 

1987 was undertaken and it involved repayment over the period 

1986 - 1996, with a grace period of 4 years. Under the same 

agreement, letters of credit due in 1986 and 1987 valued at 

~2.4 billion were rescheduled for repayment between 1987 and 

1990 with a grace period of one year with interest payment at' 

a rate of 1i percent above libor. Under the aegis of the paris 
l 

club of official creditors, agreement was reached to reschedule 

a total of ~6.3 billion which was principal and interest due 

between October 1986 and December 1987. 
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In 1988, another round of rescheduling involving $5.9 

billion being claims of the London club took place. The amount 

consisted of $2.5 billion letters of credit arrears originary 

rescheduled 4 years under the 1987 agreement, $600 million 

representing interest charges and commission payable on letters 

of credit, $1.7 billion medium/longterm debt originally 

rescheduled in 1987, as well as new maturifies for 1988 

amounting to $1.2 billion. While the letters of credit were 

made repayable over 12 years, the conventional loans were to be 

20 
paid in 20 years with 3 years of grace. 

Rescheduling agreement with the London club for 1989 was 

signed in Marchand· made operational from June 14. The 

agreement provided for (1) repayment between 1989 and 1991 

the payable debt of .l500 million (2) repament between 1992 and 

2003 of refinanced letters of credit of $2.4 billion (3) 

repayment between 1992 end 2008 of medium/long term debts 

amounting to $2.8 (4) Interest rates as 13/16 and 7/8 persent 

above LIBOUR on refinancing and restructurirtg amendment 

agreements, respectively. While payable debt is non-interést 

bearing if there ;Prevails a situation in which the:re· 
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is no default (5) a menu of options to provide further 

(J!lief such as the conversion of payable debt into interest 

bearing Niira denominated securities within a coupon rate 

of 13~ percent and maturity of 18 months, conversion of other 

bank debts into a Nigerian Investment Bond with a grace period 

of 10 years, a repayment period also of 10 years and interest 

of 6 percent flat; and amendment of guidelines on debt 

conversion to make bank eligiqle for conversion under the 

programme. 

The agreement with the Paris club for 1989 (signed eàrly 

in March) provided for: (i) rescheduling of 60 percent of 

arrears of short term tracte debts due on December 31, 1990, 

(ii) rescheduling of all post - September 1989 maturities 

amounting to $110.03 million for repay~ent between June 30, 

1989.and December 31, 1994 (iii) rescheduling of all 

arrears of medium/ longterm maturities for repayment between 
21 

1995 and 1999. 

According to CBN source, Negotiations for the issue of 

1=:e-~~~-r.lg ~~ Ntt" ~ rescheduling Nigerias external 

debt obligations continued; in 1991. The country succeeded 

in concluding ·((though without much outstanding benefits) 
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agreements with.both the London and Paris clubs. The aim 

was to reduce the ~ountry•s debt burden to a manageable level. 

Agreement with the London club, which was signed in December, 

1991 provided for.a menu of options on debt buy-back, 

collaterized par bonds and new money bonds. The debt buy 

back scheme offered the country a chance· to repurchase 60. 

percent of eligible debt s~ock that was owed to the London 

club at US 4Ô cents. Collaterized par Bonds would be issued 

in exchange for eligible debt with the Federal Republic of 

Nigerian and the Central Bank of Nigeria as the obligors. 

Under the agreement with the Paris club on the other hand~ 

the Federal Government succeeded in rescheduling and ~epaym~nt 

of debt. stock totalling $3.2 billion over a period of eight 

to twenty years with moratorium varying from four to ten 

22 years. 

Former Budget and planning minister, Ch~ Okongwu 

stated during the break down of the 1992 budget that "between 

1986 and early 1992, government has successfully rescheduled 

debts totalling $19.31 billion with the London and Paris 

Clubs. 23 
Assuming we deduct the total rescheduled debt from 

the total debt outstanding in the nations debi t account 
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as at 1991 which stood at $33,364.5 million, still a huge 

sum of $14,054.5 million will still be left untouched. 

This remainder is enough to consume the entirety of our 

export earnings ~f they are to be serviced annually. Added 

to this problems is that even in the face of long term 

rescheduling, there are still short term maturities which 

consume a significant portion of the country's export 

earnings. According to some experts, one major point to 

note from all these rescheduling process is that these 

countries can neither pay the money, now nor in the future, 

something and much more suitable must be done now to 

prevent the debt-cum poverty war. Indications of this war 

have started since January 1986, when the government decided 

to allocate thirty percent of export earnings to debts 

. . 24 
serv1c1ng. 

Though the argument might be made that rescheduling 

offers some relief or gives some 'breathing space' for long

term planning~· for the debtor nation, yet it rather favours 

the credi tors as it· affords them the opportuni ty of forcing 

down on them 1.)deb.tors) unrealistic solutions and unhealthy 
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reform policies which allows for the expansion and 

consolidation of imperialist gains in the debtors economy. 

Anyanwu (1986) Ojo (1989) and Ommode (1987) have argued 

that there are certain fundamental factors which make the 

exercise at best temporary rather than a longterm solution. 

First, there is the fact that the exercise does not reduce 

or cancel the debt. Rather it pushes the repayment date 

forward at a higher cost because of the tendency ~or 

inteeests to rise. Secondly, by virture of the fact that it 

also prolongs the threat, and psychological overhang of debt 

peonage. Thirdly, the rest~ucturing programme has not earned 

the so call "new money" packages. Creditors are eager to 

recover the debts b~;t not to lend new money, a development 

which has resulted in countries like Nigeria experiencing 

net capital outflows which obviously constrain the ecenomic 

recovery programme. Finally, debt restructuring, does not 

go down to the structural remedies. It offers but 

"prescriptive" rather than a "curative" solution. CODESRIA
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(11) DEBT BUY-BACK C0LLATERISATI0N 

The buy-back arrangement lmpl1es the offer of a 

substantial discount to pay off an existing debt. This type, 
1 

of arrangem•nt was concluded in February, 1992 when Nigeria ; 
i 

bought US !3.395 billion comercial debt due to London club qf 

60 percent discount. In otherwords, Nigeria pald US •1.352 b 

billion to liguidate or buy-back the commercial debt. Further

more, US S2.0S4 billiom has been collateralised ah 30 year par 

bond with the London club. With thls arrangement, the yleldj 
1 

of the bond with1n a 30 - year period would off-set or pay off 

the collaterlised amount, which 1$ referred to as the zero 

coupon option. 25 

Though on a surface level this strategy looks attractive, 

it is rather intended to ensure a long.period of debt 

repayment. The discount is a deliberate strategy of 

disguising the real motive behind the scheme. 

(111) NEW LeAN FACILITY 

The new money option refers to the granting of new loan$ 

by a creditor or a group of creditc~s to asslst a debt-

ridden n~tion. 1 Similarly it involves the prccurement of new: 

external loans either for trade and industrial development 
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support, export development or as a stand-by facility. 

since the introduction of SAP and the second Tier Foreign 

Exchange Market (STEM), later renamed FEM, the Government 

has obtained new loans in the various denomination: NS,719.0 

million, N1.563.8 million and N278.0 million.
26 

other new 

loans have been contracted but the data for them are not 

immediately available. 

Asobie has pointed out that the impact of the new loan 

facility is that it will go a long way in compounding the 
,tr--. 

external debt service prob';l:e,ms of the nation. In addition it 
'~,..," 

will increase the country•s total debt stock, resulting in 

/i viciously cumulative and unmanageable debt in the near \ _,. 

future. 27 

Since part of the new loans are devoted to servicing 

old debts, only part of the new loans is 9vailable for 

investment. Since the net profilability of debt financed 

project does not quckly resort to positive and healthy levels, 

indebtedness becomes a self-feeding process which, after a 

certain point cannot -bêCrèvers-éd but gain momentum like an -~- ~------ -- - -

avalanche, at a compound rate; :iirfçe a large of the net new 

loan is practically nothing but the capitalization 
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of interest payment which otherwise could not have been made. 

In addition, the new loan which constitute a great 

burden on successive generations in the form of uncompensated 

distrition of théir preffered pattern of consumption, just as 

it will lead to increased unemployment (due to reduced 

investment resulting from higher interest payment) and 

negative effect of tax disincentives.28 

However, the new loan facility will on the other hand 

reinforce the convinction of the creditors about their 

indispensability in the Nigerian economy. Thus, by giving 

or with holding the loan it situatès them at the centre of 

events or for lack of better words as International •oracle' 

that 0needs to be consulted before vital decisions are taken. 

Sequel to this, therefore, external loans from core 

capitalist countries are an important component of Western 

exparsionism that maintains the conditions of dependency 

of third world countries on the centres of imperalism. 

Cheryl payer observes that: CODESRIA
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The system can be compared point by 
point with peonage on an individual scale. 
In the peonage or debt stavery system, the 
worker is unable to use his normal freedom 
to leave the service of his employer, 
because the~. latter supplies him with credit 
(for over-priced goods in his company store) 
necessary to supplement his meagre wages. 
The aim of the employer - creditor - merchant 
is neither to collect the debt once and for 
all, nor to starve the employee to death, 
but rather to keep the labourer permanently 
indentured through his debt to the employer. 
The worker cannot run away, for the empl~yers 
and the state recogniges the legelity of his 
debt; nor has he any hope of earning his 
freedom with low price wages. Pre~isely the 
same system operates on the international 
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level. Norminally independent countries find 
that their debts, and their continuing inability 
to finance current needs_... Out of imports.._ 
Keep them tied by a tight teash to their creditors. 
The IMF orders them in effect, to continue 
labouring on the plantation, while it refuses to 
finance their efforts to set up in business for 
themselves.29 

The New loan facility is like digging a new hole to obtain 

sand to cover old one. This will no doubt create further 

debts. 

(D) DEBT CONVERSION 

This was introduced to complement other strategies 

for debt management. It emerged in recent years as a potent 

instrument of debt reduction which could in a way substitute 

for new money because it promotes new domestic instrument, 

which is a vital aspect of the imperialist induced and adopted 
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adjustment process. Debt convers:fon · 10 a broad sense is the 

ellahange of moneta.a~y instruments (e.g. promissory notes for 

tangible assets or other financial instruments). It is a 

mechanism for reducing a Country•s external debt burden by 

changing the character of the debt. Conversion somes in varioua 
1 

forma as debt for equity, debt for debt, debt for cash and debt 
. ! 

1 

for ·:,export. 1·n Nigeria, the debt conversion exerc:ise lnvclves 

the sale of an external debt instrument§1, for a domestic deb~ 

or equity participation ln domestic enterprises. The Debt 

Conversion Committee (DCC) was established in July 1988 te 

implemeint Nigeria• s Debt Conversion Programme. Essentially,i 

the programme 1s aimed at stemming the tide of resource 

transfer through the encouragement of capital inflow, 

repatriation of flight·capital and the recapitalization of 

enterprises in the privàte sector. 30 

Nigerias debt vonversion programme was initiated in· / 
l 

February, 1988, the flrst aüct.ion was held in 30th Nove111ber,: 
1 
1 

1 

1988 during which a total of US$ $40 million debts was offer:ed 
,. 

for conversion at the prevailing exchange rate of NS,3364 •: 
1 

1 

$1.000. The second and .final auction for 1988 was held on 29th 

December during scourging heat of the 

1 

i 
structural ajustment process in 

:t~ ] 
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which a total sum of US $30.0 million debt was offered fer 
' 

cenverslon at the prevailing exchange rate of HS.3530 • S1.0~8. 

overall, a total of US S70.0 million worth of·debt was successflly· 
1 
1 
1 

converted under the debt conversion prQgramme. In 1989, ! 
! 
1 

conversion was S160.7 million. This performance declined in' 
1 

' 

·1990 to a level of $127.23 million. With the absense of debt. 

conversion in the fourth quarter of the year, it dec:réleased tn 
' 

1991 to a level of S118.4 million from $207.5 -million.31 

The total amount of debt ~edeemed since 1988 to 1991 stood at 
1 

S622.8 million, while recelpts derived from the auctions amoünted 

to S295.7 iuillion. 32 · Altogether, total sum af $9.S million/ 

has been converted under the scheme. When justaposed with t~e 

total debt outstanding which stood at over $33 -illion in 1991 

the converted figure will be too insignificant tg make any 

meanin§ful impact. Under thls clrcumstance, it still rema1n~ 
1 ., 
' far from be1ng a p•tent instrument for drastic and effective; 

debt .reduction. CODESRIA
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main official and theoretical arguments made in support 01'-'""' 

debt equity conversion, the strategy will heighten and worsen ·,.,. 

the distortions that have been created in the economy by an 

inappropriate SAP. This is as a result of: 

(1) The limited obsorptive capacity of the country, which 

cannot accommodate the conversion of a large praporti~n ef 

the country•s debt; 

(2) Conversion will spiral inflation and deter investment 

(3) It will lead to increased liqui•tty and capital flight 

(4) Conversion of debt intc equity investment will lead to a 

serious alternation of the ownership structure of the 

economy in such a w.y as to bestew the commanding position 

in the accumulation process en foreigners; and 

(5) It will Gbstruct the attraction of fresh foreign 

investment into the country.33 CODESRIA
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In addition, since the debt equity conversion 1s an 

instrument cf the creditors/impirialist SAP, it is beund to 

deepen and widen the structures of inequality and exploitation 

that are already embedded in the fabric of the Nigerian economy 

and society in a manner consistent with capitalist accumulation. 

It is bound to perpetuate and extend the Dependence ef Nigeria 

on international finance capital in sofar as it will at least 

entail the further integration of the economy into the nexus 

of the international capitalist order. The end result of this 

will be the reproduction on a high scale of the contradictions 

inherent in the Nigerian economy. 

(E) DEBT CONCELLATI0N/FORGIVENESS 

In recent times thia strategy has been another major way 

through whièh Nigeria hopes to reduce her foreign debt. When 

a creditor nation or institution decidds te cancel a debt owed 

it by a debtor, it is said te have carrieci out a debt

cancellaticn. In otherwords, debt cancellation, often called 

debt write -off, entails excusing a debtor ef the obligation of 

paying a debt. There are also occasions under debt cancellat1on 

when a loan er seme part of 1 t is in line wi th credi tors dicta tes, 
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1 

retrospectively converted te a grant, and no further paymentsiof 

interest or capital have to be made on it. There are several: 

motivations for debt wtite-off, and they include a rec:ognitien 

by a creditor that the loans advanced to the debtor cannot bejpaid 

backs by the latter. 

forgivenessn. 34 

Debt w(ite-eff is therefore a fora of "debt 
; 

The president, General Babangida, in a speech at the Uni~ed 

Nations General Assembly called on creditor nations to forg1v~ 
i 

third world debt. He argued that since mest third world countries 
·1 

.have adopted the Structural Adjustment Pregramme, coupled wltb 
! 

the worsening eceaemic crisis and the severe debt burden that· 

bas affected the 11fe ef the masses, 1t is imperative that 

creditors should apprave of "debt forgiveness" en moral and 

humanltanian consideratien. This latter day strategy is as a 

result of growing resentment from the working peoples over thb 
' ' 

huge debt burden that has continued te cripple the economy Gf! 

Afrlcan and third world countries. ' 

In contrast, to the growing demand to cancel African de~ts, 

.The Guard-ian, learnt frem diplomatie sources in Lages that 

_ -- - r ~- ~ ~~i: r s::~~ · ~ ·~~:?~~·-. i-i ~i1 

credi to:rs-13.re carefully'·moni toring all radical actions and collective 
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meves to forma debter-nations club to press for debt 

cancellat!on. According t~ the sources, if the club resor••. 

te force rather than negotiatlon in which it can present Africa•s 

debt problems te make a case for debt relief, the continent 
35·· 

would be worse fer 1t. 

With specific reference to Nigeria, efforts to obtain debt 

concellation haa net been quite successful. This 1s because 

the crediters believe that Nigeria la net• poor country &wning 

to the large chunk of material ~nd human resources which were 

yet to be managed to their optmum. In an answer to the 

presidents statement that "Nigeria requires substantial debt 

relief through out-right debt reduction•. The World Bank Chief 

economist African reg1on Mr Tarig Hussien, stated that ndebti 

reduction perse cannot help the country•. There should be debt 

reduction but it should be accompanied by very sound economic 
1 

pollc1es. 
1, 

Nigeria•s vast human and material resources point her tG her 

credi itQrs not as victim ef poverty but a victim of •1smanage,d 

.- recources which they are not in a haste t0 condone. This 

therefere constitutes an obstacle t~ ebtaining debt cancellation. 
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For example, fermer US Am.bassadcr in Nigeria, 

Mr Lannon Walker daY'ed cH:plematic: cci,urtesy last two years to say 

that the peer perf•rmance (of the country•s ecenomy is 

"structural and managerial". ,r Lawrence summers, wor~d banks 

vice president reiterated this some mont.hs later saying that 

"fiulty gQvernment policies and laek c,f market fœrces" are 

responsible f®r Nigeria•s fleundering ecenomy.36 

In the face of these Gdlds however, analysts and diplomitle 

s~urces are hopeful, as the government is 0 that Nigeria may, 

receive some debt relief under the Trinidad terms which have 

relieved Egypt and pQland ef their respective debts by 50 

percent. The trindad terms, which are a revision ef the Tsronte 

terms was a pr•pesition made by the British prime minister Mr Jch~ 

Majer when he was the British Chancellor œf exchequer, to the 

werld•s leading cred1tor - nations in 1990 to reduce by twe-· 

thirds the debt st~ck of poer n~tions and a single rescheduling 

Gf the remaining debt at concessional rates Gf ever 25 - yea~sc 

Although the IMF/World Bank J9int DevelQpment Cemmittee· 

bad endersed the facillty, it is te be enjeyed by cmly peer 

ceuri'.t.t·te•• The 1991 werld Development report of the World Bank 

Which rà-nks .Ni'g~a:a ~(the giant of the African continent) as the 
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1 

13th pcerest country in the world therefore put Nigeria ln the 

league ef possible beneficiaries of the Trinided terms, but 

acccrding to diplemitic sources; The Federal Government made. a 

't:.actical slip when i t cal led en Nigerians t() dlsregard the re
1

port. 

This, the sources say, contradicted the countrt•• debt 

negotlatlen strategy pred~ted on the argument that with a G(ess 
1 

National prGduet of less than $370 per annum, Nigeria is no l,onger 

in the middle-inc0me group she was in 1985 when she pe~ted a §ritp 

of about seoo. "If they say yoù are poor and yeu say y0u ar~ n•t, 

h•w can you cenvincingly say it the next breath that you need 

debt reliet er assistance? The expectation is that you pay or 
37 service your debt as they fall duel 

It is not suprising threfore, that from 1986 t• 1992 

government has managecl to ebtain S106.4 million as cancelled!debta 

38 frem governments af canada and the United states. The impact 

ef this as compared te the total debt ef over S33 b1·ll1on w111 

net be felt. Te constitute a viable salution, a significant 

proportion of the debt must be cancelled. 

' 
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(F) BEBT REPUDIATION/CARTELLIZATION 

These are epti~ns which ~re open te the Nigerlan G~vernment~ 

but still have net been tired. The option of debt repudiatien 

has been pœpularized by president fidel castre ef cuba. It 

refera_,·· to the situation in which a debtor c0untry disowns 1ts 

debt:":'.lDJ' refuses to have ar.aything t0 de with the C!iebt. The 

essence ef debt repudiation is the refusal t• pay. The argument 

li that the imperialist CQUntries have expl•1ted African end 

thlrd werld ece~omics fer centuQes. The value of the 

expleitatlen far exceeds the external debt •wed by ,peor ceuntrie11 

The exploltaticn still perslsts in terms of super profits for 

transnationalsj unequal exchan9e, fraudulent transfer pricing etc., 

This optiQn 1s only p•ssible given the internal dynamics. A 

ceuntry may decide tG cancel all its external debts by 

mebilizing the pœpulation te face the consequences, ccnsequently 

the country must be revolutionary one like cuba where the state 

'has the w0rking class in pGwer. Such a country must al$e be 

ccmmitted to the construction ef a self reliant ecenomy. 39 

Nigerian ruling class have shunned this optien as the st~te 

serves the interest of capital. Government refusal 
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t• adopt this option is because the country is dependent on ~he 
1 
1 

ewners of international capital for the bulk of her developm~nt 
1 

needs - technolegycally, financially and materially. Repudi•ting 
1 . . 

the debt w•ll entail m1ss1ng these ber1efit15 and this will be1of 

greater consequence te Nigeria. The pessibility of the ruli~g 
! 

class repudiating the country•s external debt is still remete. 

Debt cancellizatien invelves that debter countries shœuld 

ceme tegether in a cartel ancl cellectively manipulate the 

pelltics cf debt te ebtain consessiœns and relief. Nigeria bas· 
,,_. 

' 
net c:Qlmpai411ned er givenits suppert te this ·trategy; even where 

1 

it has, it is still en tbe rheterical level nGt bacblup by action~ 

Obvieus reasens, being net te efferï.!. the creditors wbo the 

members of the deminant class align wit:h.-

3.3 WHY GeVERNMENT ADOPTED DEBT REDUCTION STRATEGIES 

It is ebvieus from thé d•bt management strategies adept~ 
', 

to tackle the external debt preblem which reveals that 

gc,vernment adoptecl the creditors framework af debt repayment: 
l 

thr@ugh varieus restructurimg strategies. It did net wish t~ 

m•ve outside ef the existing structure. 

. ' 
1 

1 
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The starting peint fG>r understilnding why the governmenti 
• 1 

opted fer debt reduction and economic restructurlng strategi~s 

under the umbrella of $AP must be lecated in the csuntry•s 
i 

historic~l experience which created internal and external s•çio
i 

economic and pelitlcal interests, ferces and structures whic~ 
1 

ha.ve in turn led t• meunting debts. The Nigerian econemy ha~ 
' remained net only dependent and vulilerable but has become 
' 

tetally incapable ef generating enough surplus te mediate th~ 

harsh consequerices of the crises ef capitalist growth withou~ 

develepment at both the centre and periphery ef the capitali~t 

system. 1 

1 

This situation is not helpèe by the fractieus character!•f 
' fereigncapital. We have talked about fereign capital as if ~t 
' 
' were a homègeneus entity, but this is not the case. It comes 

_frc,m different :Sources, in different ferros and fer differenti 
1 

1 

purpeses for example as bilateral aid, mutilateral and, as 
' 

private fereign investment, as leans frein gevernments, for.eign 

corperaticns er international agencies, (,>er eccr>nemic and ,,,,, l .. i 

pelitical hegemeny. It cames as industrial capital and cemm~rciaJ 
! 

capital and se;-,' en •. As the local compradorial or few dominating 
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elements ef the Nigerian beurgeeisie>:}} __ .):latch en te these fer~s 

ef fereign capital, the heteregenity and centradictions ef 

fereign capital are repreduced in the secial character cf the 

Nigerian b•urgeœisie, a·faccer that has c•ntributed largely ~· 

the ambiguities ef external debt management strategies in 

Nigeria.40 

Overall, the Nigeria gevernment hils adapte:d debt 

mànagement strategies pre·f.fered by the credi ters because the 
1 

ferces which seek accemmedatian and the maintainance ef the : 

existing relati0ns with imperialism carry greater weitht, given 

their centrel •f state apparatus. Olukeshi has addressed this 

problem by sta ting thatt ·· 

M•st th!rd would states have, in their debt management 
programmes, yielded mare to the Lecal and external class 
ferces favouring accem1M>datlen with imperialism on term~ 
defined by the Western banks (organized in the L•nden club), 
the adv(ced capitalist states (whese exp•rt credit guarantee 
agencies were organized int• the paris club), the IMF and 
the WGrld Bank,. This should net be surprising as msst 
third werld states are willing allies e,f the imperialist 
atrategy •f debt management. Nat enly are mest third werld 
states defendeYef·imperlalist·prejects in their ecenemics, 
in perieds •f majer crisis such as the present ene they. 
eften lack the appetite for natienalist struggles, epting 
instead fer an appreach whese legic entails their furth~r 
1ntegratlon int• the Werld capitalist system.41 
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Thus, the adeptien ef the IMF and werld Bank inspiret!I '.· : 

structural adjustment pr•gramme by the Babangida administratlen 

bas f-r reachlng censequences fer Nigeria•• external debt 

management, as this haa meant the acceptance ef the crediters 
1 

frilmework fer debt management •. ·'Pfte- ei:eè!te:l"s fEa111e,9f!k f-et' deb-t 

maa.,ement. The credit•rs solutiens are net likely te centribute 
i 

te the search fer equity, ec•n•m1c grewth and self-r.eliance, and 

ferce a degree ef restructuring in glebal pewer rel~tlens. They 

are meant te effer s12rvivalist and criais-management schemes; 

within the existing capatitalist erder. Frem eur analysis, the 

gains derived frem the varieus debt rescheduling, debt bêy-b~ck 
! 

and cellateralisatien, new lean facllity, debt cenversien and 

debt cancellatlen has been •paltry• and their impact tee 

insignlficant. Thesè strategies ne deubt, serve the interest ef 

the crediter and irenically appear •• beld efferts te selve the 

debt èrisls. The argument and analysis adduced g•es te validate 

eur see•nd hypethesis which states that the external debt 

management strategles adepted by N1ger1ans leaders are designed 

mere te pretect the interests ef the crediters than te selve: 

the Nigerlan debt crisis. 
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This devel~pment is n•t surprising censidering the 

·character •f the Nigerian state, which is essentlally 

capltalist. Its interest is therefere the in,=erest ef 

capitalist state. The core interest •fa capitalist state is 

the premetien er expànsien ef capital in general (at the glebal 

level). This interest rèquires ef necessary the pregresslve 

expleitati•n ef labeur. As a capitalist state, Nigeria ls 

ferced net surprisingly t• serve the interest ef imperialism.' 

The prem•tien ef the cause ef 1mperialism lies ln the ad•ptien 

ef External debt mamagement strategies which beneflts the crediter 

and the deminant class in Nigeria• 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

&., CREDITORS, DEBT0RS AND THE STRUCTURE OF NIGERIA•S 

EXTERNAL INDEBTEDNESS 

126 

Nati•n~j b•rrew money abr•ad in •rder ta cancel their 

deficits in current acceunts, t• expand ef initiate new prajects 

te bridge domestic resource gap, te remedy their internal saying 

deficiencies as well as te maintain er increase the 

internatienal menetary reserve. To that extent, n• one will 

quarrel with any develeptng ceuntry fer reserting ta external 

berrewing pr•vided that the preceeds are utilized in a 

preductive way that will facilitate the eventual servlcing an~ 

liquidatien ef the debt. This, perhaps made Jacob• Sehatan te 

state that "beth gevernment and private enterprises b•rr•w as a 

temperary measure, in response te aR unavgidable need at a 

given mement, thinking-very naively, •f c•urse - that such a need 

will cease te exist after a certain peri•• ef timen.1 

In the majority •f cases it is assumed that such external leans 

will n•t enly preduce (threugh investment made with them) the 

fereign currency needed t• repay the leans, but that they will 

alse centribute te the self-sustained ecenemic grewth •f the' 

debter ceuntries, a precess that will make further berrewing: 

ùnncessary. 
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Hewever, reality has pr•ved •therwise. Far fr•m being 

a temperary phenemen•n, external indebtedness has become en 

addfctien frem which debter natiens have. net been capable e.f 

freeing themselves. ~sin th~.casee ef drug .ddicti•n, the 

deses become estremely h!gh, culminating·in greater adverse 

censequences. Thus, Nigeria res•rted te external berrewing 

early in her histery and has since been trapped in a vicieus 

circle ef indebtedness. 

The sources of fereign capit.l in Nigeria have 
1 

varieus. Among them are: Paris club ef crediters, representing 
1 

efficial gevernment crediters, fer example the United States/ 

of America, United Kingdom, Federal Republic of Germany, 

Franèe, Ganada; the London Club of creditors (representing 

commercial banks or prlvate creditor organization spread all 

over the wor.ld); the multilateral creditors such as the worlcjl 

Bank, International Monetary Fund, African Dèvelopment Bank 

(ADB) and European Investment Bank (EIB); Pr&missory notes 

holders (creditors in respect of refinanc:ed debts); and othet 
i 
1 

bilateral creditors.2 
1 

1 

Nigerias external debt during the t960•s was mainly witr 

multlateral and Bilateral sources. These !ni tial or previous debts 
! 
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are mainly longterm loans from the WOrld Bank and the 
' 
1 principal western Countries of Germany, Italy, Holland, Britain 
1 

and the United States of Amer1c•• The interest rate was as 

low as 2,, with grace pericds of three to ten years and repaymert 

periods of ten to forty years. 

The burden of debt management during this period was, therefor~ 

minimal. The debt service ratio was a mere 1.1% in 1960J 3.7% 
i 

in 1965 3.5% in 1970, well below the critical 10-.r, average.3 

A turning point in the structure or the debt was reached 

in 1978 when Nigeria started borrowing international capital 

market loans with higher interest rates, and the sharp fall o~ 

loans from multilateral and bilateral sources. i 

Table 4.1 above shows Nigeria•s external public debt by 

sources, 1982 - 198S. In 1982 ICM debts accounted for 62.2% 

of total debt, 47.48% in 1983, 41.24% in 1984 and 44.68% in. 

1985~ · The unrefinanced trade arrears have also experienced a~ 

exponential growth. It moved from 22.46~ in 1982, 26.08% in 1 

. 1 

1983, 37.4 ·1n 1984 and 35.6% in 198$-. Refinariced trade debt/ i 

promisso,,y notes has been falling between 1983 - 85. 

The figures are 14~41%, 7.9% and 7.3% respectively. world 

Bank and Bilateral loans have since the 19.80' s ,·:· ;-~-; reduced or 

' 
' 
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lost the leading role ln the debt structure of the country. 
i 
1. 

According to data from CBN source as shown t~_lè.· 

4.2 External public debt outstanding by source from the perio~ 

1986 - 1991 has var1ed from its previous structure. 
. i 

TABLE 4.2: EXTERNAL PùBLIC DEBT BY SOURCE($ MILLION).: 

".~:~~~~~~~~~ ... -.. .::;,. .:- .. 
..<. _:.,.··:.~·· . -1-986~~ ·. ''198'7'-' , -.,, -1988' >,--'1989', ....... .1,999· -~1991' 

- - ' 

: 

Mul t·11aterai 
.. -- '· 

2,985 >"):i·8~2 ~f 31.~~so, 1,887 2,838 '3,171 --, : f! - --· 
f 

Paris Club 10,228 12,589 14,400 15,871 17,171 i1~7g31 

Londan Club 6 088 5 9 860 S,680 s,6eo 5,861 ;s,9as, 
1 

' Promissory Notes 4,498 4,850 4,553 4,553 4,550 r4,479' 
' ! 

Others 2,873 2,032 2,311 2,311 2,675 !1,454, 

' 

Total· 25,574 28~316 30,693 31,586 33,09 33,364, 
1 

1 

Source: CBN, Economie and Financial Review Vol. 30.No. 1 
1 

19~2-
' From the data above, it can be seen that the Paris club ijas 

been the leading creditor of the country since the period under 
1 ., 

rev1ew. The percentage share of the debts owed the Paris club 

by Nigeria from 1986 to 1991 stood at 40~0%, 44.5%, 46.91., 59~2~, 

51.~ and 53.3% respectively. For the London Club, the 

percentage share<J (as calculated and shown from CBN source) 

! 
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of the debt owed to them are: 23.~, 20.~, 19~4~, 1a.o~, 

17.7,t. and 17.~ for the period between 1986 and 1991 respectively. 

With respect to the mulilateral creditors, the percentages of the 

debt mueh lewer, representing 7.44', 10.s~. 9.2% 10.o~ 11.6% and-

10. 9% respectively. Reports from CBN has 1 t that the na.ticn 1 's 

external debt continued to increase due to the draw - down ot 

fresh loans, capitalization of unpaid interest charges on 

rescheduled debt obligations, deprec1at1on of the US dollar , 

agàinst other creditor·currencies and the depreciation of th~ 

naira exchange rate. 4 The change in the structure of the debt 

from multilateral and B1lateral sources as it was previously: 

in the -~1slxties and early seventies to the paris and London club 

as the eountries major creditors has serious implications for 

debt mamagement. These twin sisters work Parri-Passu to see1that 

Nigerias external debt mamagement is done in accordance to their 

dicta tes. 

The origin of these debts are now a familiar stcry to m6st 
1that the 

Nigerians. It should however be streesed«total debt stock does 

not comprise debt contracted by the Federal Government alone, 

State Governments, private companies and parastatals are also 

liable. 
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They all collectively constitute the debtors. 

However, the federal government had to take over the 

responsibility of rescheduling and repaying all these debts 
1 

(because it guaranted most of them,) while expecting, to c:ollec,: 
1 

the naira equivalent from the others. Of the outstanding debt 

in 1986, federal government debts was H30,956.5 million or 74.7J., 

state government H10,495 million or 25.3%. For the yea.r 1987.~ 

federal government debt: amounted to NBS,043.5 million or 84.4:.%, 

state government 14.6 and unguarante6d private sector loans 

accounted for 1.0 percent. Not surprisingly, due to the 

devaluation of the naira and the substantial fall in fhe naira 

exchange rate there were increases in the nominal value of 

existing stoak of external debt. In 19S8, federal government 

debt ob1lgation stood at N111,706.4 million or 82%, state 

M20,129.3 million or 15.42%, and unguaranteêd private sector 

loans stood at Ni,648.8 million or 2.68. For 1989, federal 

government debt obligation was N179.698.t million or 84.46~, 

state government 29,886.1 million or 14.0S~ and unguaranteed 

private sectê~; debts N3,166.6 million or 1.sex,.s 

for 1990 and 1991 are not available. 

The figures 
1 
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There ls something about these debts that leaves 

most Nigarians in astate of confusion. Loans are meant to be 

taken for development purposes, but regrettably there is 

little to show on where these loans could have been utilized 

to develop Nigeria. It was a case of either the projects 

being left unfinished and the equipment bought with the loans 

not installed but left to ~ot away, or that as we have shown in 

chapter two, public officials colluded with the owners of 

foreign capU:al in defrallding the state. For example under 

obasanjo regime, the government obtained a Euro-dollar loan of 

$1 billion to finance a number of public sector projects Viz 

pipelines, storage tanks, refineries at Kaduna and WQrri, cement 

factories, pulp and paper m1'1ls at Jebba, Calabar and Iwopin, 

sugar projects at -Savannah and Sunti Lafiaji, Iron and Steel 

plants at Ajaokuta and warri and further Port Development. 

Although specific projects were listed under the loan, the 

ac:tu~ilr:tdisbursement and repayment, which was to be done in 

four instalment, was unrelated to the actual performance of the 

project. 6 CODESRIA
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Thus, we see a situation where pùblic officials use their 

control of state apparatus to contract loans and invariably 

use it to enrich themselves. By using the state as a means to 

accumulate wealth, lts implication is that the state is rendered 

ineffective in maintaining an objective and impartial position, 

especially in mediating contradiction betweea the metropolitan 

and indigenous fractions of the dominant class and, more 

lmportantly between the dominant and the dominated class in 

Nigeria. 

4.2 THE EXTERNAL DEBT CRISIS AND THE RELATIVE 

AUTONOMY OF THE STATE. 

Fçllowing Ake, We define the state as na specifie'modality 

of cl.ss domination", one in whic:h class domination", &Re i=A 

wttieh ~ ~-on--1::s "diffe,rentiated and dissocia.ted from 

the ruling class and even the society and appears as an 

objective force standing alongside society.n7 This means that 

autonomization - that is, the institutional mechanism of class 

domination is largely independent of social classes, including 

the hegemonic social classes - distinguishes the state form of 

domination. 

The fact however, is that the state in Nigeria has limited 

autonomy as particular groups use the state, and i ts mechanism 
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to achieve particular interests. This lack of autonomy 

expresses the limits of capitalist development ·and the limited 

development of producture forces. This has resulted in 

contradiction which the state has not been effective in 

mediating because the state itself is immersed in the class 

struggle. The Nigerian state fa.lls sh<1irJi~ of Akes definition of 

being impartial and appearing as an objective force standing 

alongside society. 

Owing to the limited development of productive forces in 

Nigeria, the effort to accumulate capital by the dominant 

class has brought to the force, contradictions between the 

metropolitan and the local/indigenous fractions of the dominant 

class operative in Nigeria. It is an undisputed fact that th~:".'" 

indigenous bourgeois class in Nigeria came to power as an 

economically marginal class. Although it could call itself a 

government in office, it was hardly in a positiœn of passing as 

the ruling class in power. Eversince it inherited the government· 

1~ has been manoeuvring to create an economic base for its 

political power, with mixed success. It h~s tried te build a 

material base by using its political power to generat~ economic 

power. This has tendetl te take the form of state intervention. 

The N1gerian state, to thed>'v:èrall benefi t of the dominant class 
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intervenes ubiquitously in the economy - in providing 

infrastructures, nati~nalizing enterprises, setting up 

corporation and commerciêl enterprises, 8 re,tionalizing import 

licensing, privatizing and commercializing public enterprises 

and as well, in fixing minimum wages. 

The importance of metropolitan capital can be seen from 

the weakness Gf the indigenous technological base, and by the 

extent t·o which consumption is externally produced. Put 

simply, Nigeria is dependent on foreign capital for the bulk 

of her development needs. While metropolitan capital is 

production o~ented the INdigenous bourgeoisie as~ result of 

weak ec<:>,nom*c base:':,is distribution or censumption oriented. 

However, there are serious contradictions between the two. 

Nigerian local capital and foreign capital represent, respectivel~ 

a contradiction between political power and economic power, 

the one directly in charge of the s.tate apparatus but with a weak 

material base and.limited control of the productive base of 

the ecen(!)ffly, the latter net directly, involved with administratio• 

of the machinery of state but powerful through its hald over 

technology and capital. 9 There is the contradiction arising 

frcm the exploitative character of foreign capital (a critical 

factor accountlng for the worsening and ever exacerbating 
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ecenemic crisis in Nigeria). A clear example that cemes 

te mind is the removal ef tariff er tetal liberalizatien ef 

trade, under the Structural Adjustment Programme. In ~rder 

te allow market f~rces to operate effectively, Western 

ceuntries are arguing th~t all trade barriees should be 

remeved. But the industrial faction •f the indigeneus_ 

bœurgee1sie has disagreed t~ tetal trade liberaliz«tien, as 

this weuld mean th«t lecal industries weuld be f~rced t• 

clese dewn ewing t• stiff cempetitien. Making a case for 
.;industries 

the protedtion ef leca..l;{v'lhaji Mustapha Tijani st.ted that 

"the removal •f tariff en imperted goods w11i retard the 

industtialc develepment ef the ceuntry, and consequently 

increase Nigerians dependency". He added, yeu de nGJt allew 

.market ferces te 0perate freely in an industrially backward 
,.-.:::,10 

ceuntry.!e3 Similarly, cG>mpanies like the peugeot Autemebile 

ef Nigeria (PAN) and ANAMCO moters have opp_ij)sed the 
'../-

liberalizatien ef tr.de as the industrial and manufacturing 

secter canoet cempete w&th fereign mass-produced ge•ds whieh 

will fleed the Nigerian market. Its implicatien is that lecal 

productien will be stalled. 

This centradictien has intensified under the 
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industrializati•n and impert - substitutien strategy •f the 

gevernment. It is the intenti~n •f metrepelitan capital net 

te encourage the industrializati•n •f Nigeria, as this will 

be tantamount te Nigeria being less-dependent on the West. 

On several eccësi•ns the ewners •f internati•nal capital 

have advised the g~vernment te aband0n such basic industries 

like the Ajaekuta Ste~l Cœmplex, petrechemical plants, the 

liguified N«tural gas project, the fertilizer plant and such 

ether c0re industrial projects that will b•est industrial 

t«ke-eff. 

These centradictiens, especially regarding the liberli

zation •f trade, have led tœ the interventien ef the state. 

While the state has adopted the structural adjustment programm, 

it has been unable to implement te the full the varieus 

packages due te pressure frem within and mores•, because the 

state has varieus interests t• prefect. While it is the 

interest ef the state ~• project lec.l industries, equally 

en the etherhand, the state d•es net w«nt t• incure the warth 

ef the Gwners •f metr•p•litan capital because the state is 

dependent en them for techn•legy, finance capital and 

consumable geeds. As• result, the state (ruling class) 
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came in and adepted partial (restriction en the impertatien 

ef certain cemmedities". While duties en spare parts were 

remeved, impertatien ef such cemmedities like cars, clethes 

cohsumable items and the like still attracted impert dutiesn.11 

State interventi~n has taken the fcrm ef trying te protect 

.. '!_~~Ill industries, and at the semetime, liberalizing tràde in 

cemmedities that will help in ecen®mic recevery. 

Similarly, when the interpl~y •f the ferces ef demand 

and supply raised the cest ef berrewing money, the state 

threugh its agent the Central Bank waded in te ensure that 

competitien net enly continues but also te gain cenfidence 

frem lecal and fereign industrialists. The interventien was 

carried en through a reductien in the redisc~unt rate. The 

industrialists are part ef the dGminant class. But the Lecal 

industrialists eften cannet cempete with their fereign 

ceunterparts ew~~-1 t• the!r weak financial base. 12 

Expertence under SAP has revealed th~t exchange rate 

flexibility has resulted in the massive deval.uatien •f the 

n«ira, escalated pr•ducti•n cests and inflatien, and lnadditien 

set eff a chain ef reactien œf price changes, wage demand and 

flnanclal instability. 13 This has c&nsequently led 
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te centradictiens «s the owners 9f Internatienal capital e~~ese 

the pegging ef the naira exchange rate advecated by a majerity 

ef the indigeneus fractiens of the dominant class in Nigeria. 

Hewever, inspite •f these centradictiens, the pressures 

tewards mutual ~ccemmodation have been far strGnger than the 

centradictiens. Dêspite the concern and the explaitative 

intentiens 0f foreign capital, the Nigerian bourgeeisie are part 

~f the structure cf this exploitati~n, and the explait.tive 

activities Qf f~reign capit«l bring wealth te many members ef this 

class. The Nigerian beurgeeisie and f•reign capital censtitute 

the deminant social ferces in the Nigerian state. 

As a result ef this eellaberative expleitatien, there are 

contradictions between the deminant classes and the werking 

people. These centradicti0ns have entailed fierce struggle te 

which the state has came in to m~diate with mixed results, eften 

at the the detriment •f ·the werking peeples. Taking the issue ef 

minimum wage fer instance, the Nigerian labeur cGmgress was meved 

by the suffering and hardship ef the werking peeple te demand fer 

increase in wages. This was nd·:::,doubt reinforced by the negative 
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z: resul t ef the tlevaluatien ef the nairil and t.he rising inflatiœn 

which reduced the purchasing power c,f workers. At the e,<isting 

minimum wage of H250.00 at the time, the then NLC Chairman 

Cemmrade Ali Chiroma made a ccse f•r a 250% increase in salary 

in erder fer w•rkers te keep up with the inflatienary t.rend. 

Dr. Lasisi Osunde, NLC scribe, added that the c•ngress was n•t 

enly going te àsk f•r wage incre•se but fer an improvement in the 

ether comditiens •f serviee.14 
On the other hand, business 

greups argued that increase in minimum wage was n•t an amtid•te 

against inflati•n, rather it induces it. Empl•yers •f lab~ur 

capitalized en the the•ry ef mare pay Jess jab epp~rtunities. 

In additien,t they ërgue that i t would lead te increasing cases •f 

retirement, retrenchment, terminati@n and dismissal at the 

flimsiest excuse. They a~gued that the NLC sh•uld rather evelve 

a number ef measures that ceuld improve the let •f workers and 

censèquently increase their s.ving capacity. 15 The empleyers •f 

labeur were indirectly trying t• mask tbeir real interest en the 

ec•n•mic implicatiens •f increase in minimum wage. Their real 

interest lies in the accumulati•n ef capital which sha,uld have 

gene:-.- te labeur as is evident in the prevailing low and exploi tative 
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Wages. Increase in minimum wages would threathen their gains 

and reduce their prefit. 

Making a case en the need te increase minimum wage, ene 

ef Nigeria•s ren•unced Ecenemists, SAM Aluke, while supperting 

the demand ef NLC !ltated that "increase in minimum wage will .-'' 

stimulate the manufacturing secter. Fer ~ne thi~g geeds 

produced will be beught which in turn ensures increased 

capacity utilizatien by industries. Thus increasing werkers 

benefits is in the interest •f the everall econemy".6 

After a meeting •f the NLC efficial with the Vice

p.res&dent Augustus Aikh•mu, he stated that "gevernment is aware 

ef the suffering •f w•rkers and Nigerians in general en the 

pains ef adjustment; • new salary structure that will meeth 

the demands ef Nigerias will seen be adepted".17 Seen, the 

gevernment (in Nevember, 1987,) intervened in the minimum wage 

issue by pegging it at N3SO. This falls short ef the H625 

demanded as minimum wage by the NLC. In this situatian, 

gevernment interventi~n te mediate the c•ntradictiens between 

the deminant class and the working peeple protected the 

interests ef the deminant class. With H350 in an inflatienary 

peried, it is net enly that the actu«l value of workers earnings 

dwindled, but equally there was a chance that profit would increase. 
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u ch,.Lnco that p1.·ofit wuultl increu.se. 

TABLE 4.3; S!IOWING FTNANCIAL mn.J:.JütY OF ~;:~iJl:crr.m"J 

OUl .. J>~.N J !.;::::; 1BOP1 r11 J.11f NIG};l{IA ( 1C1 06 - ·1 9q O} 

---·---------...,----------

Nige:r:ian Bnamelware Co. 

Paterson Zochonis 
Industries liruited 

Nigerian Tobacco 
Cowpany 

NigeL·ian Indust1·ial 
Developrnent Bank .. -

Nigerian \Vire Inçiust
rios liwited 

NCR (Nigeria) LiIDited 

Nigerian Hoechst Lindted 

Nigerian Breweries Ltd 

F ir crt Bank of Nig. PL 0 

S u:v unnu.h Bank 

Unit cd Nigei·ia 
Inrnurance Company 

U 1üon 13unlc PliC 

The Werrt Afrj_can Port
land Cell!ent Go. Ltçlg 

The Ni.gerüm CeJ1Jent 
0 OIHpany l'LC 

YEAH 

19a6 . J~_ 19ss l 19s9 1990 

(N m>l (N rn) (N m). (N m) (N m) 
1 91 1 54 359 . 6 54 705 . 

l 22,947 ~4 ~51. 

1 1 3,045. i ï 7' 248 

4-~ 9 79 ' . 

27,654 

56, 256 

36, 31 7 

1 
87' 3001 
61 , 089 

·,· 
4,604 ·7,445 19,706 _ 60,067 32,925 

'16:J ·A18 954 1' 6 r.: 7 ' .) 
4,247 

1 , 800 6,154 4-, 334 8,ûe9 12,878 

3,233 4,518 7,637 11,645 i 9' 01 2 1. 

27,567 4-8 1 6 51 78,037 80, 1 34 112,621 

U6 ,6 2S 68,013 1 4, ~? ?4 I05,9~G 205, 4 ::u 
1 2, 01 3 18,523 20,679 21 1 ''i3 ' - 11 7, 256 

4,683 5,746 2,461 9,609 14,32E3 

5 ], iJ4.C) 56 ·1 5U '/()' J'.;r) 94, UGG 97,699 
1 ' 

4 5 ') 12s,162 , 26, 326 20,729 26,567 ' o,_ 

5,467 1 

!~~~~ 8' 5 4 0 1 5' 81 3 
1 ----·-·----· -·-
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Frem the table abo~e, prefit accuring t• the varieus 

cempanies have been in1reasing. The prefits ef -subsideries 

•f the multinati•nal c-impanies like the patersen zechcnis, 
1' 

Nigerit1n Heechst limited, Nigerian Breweries limited «nd 
. 1 

Unien Bank PLC recordedl substantiàl inc:rease in pref1t bet:ween 
1 ' 

1981 and 1990. A maje~ part •f the earnings •f these cempanies 

which wauld have g@ne ~. the werkers is appreptiated by the 

•wners ef capital in t~e ferm •f pr•fits. The desire te retai . 

. bf the earinings •f thJ cempany as pr•fit is part •f the 
1 

explanati•n f~r the relusal •f these cempanies to support the 

workers• demand fer apJreciable in their wages. 

The privatizatien land cemmerclalizati&n ef public enter

prises was an~ther issue that withnessed centradictien between 
1 

the deminant class ênd lthe w•rking peeples. The NLC and NANS 
1 

1 were in ~utright cendemnatien •f the privatizatien pr•gramme. 
1 
1 

' 1 

An efficial decument publisheà by the by the NLC titled 
1 
1 

"Nigeria: net fer saleÏ stateà: 

• 
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Cengress censiders that g•vernments pr•p•sal t• sell 
these cempanies .nd, c•rp•ratiens t• individuals will 
am•unt to a deliberate attempt t• use.public fund f~r the 
enrichment •fa few individuals at the expenses •f the 
nati•n. What is needed .is a radical rec•rganizatien 
under public •wnersshlp. T• w.nt t• re•rganize under 
private centrel is t• ensure that accruing pr•fit g•es 
inte private p•ckets and this lead te retirenêbmënt in 
the public sect•r and will bring unt•ld hardshfps t• the 
w•rking pe•ples ef this country. It will enly benefits 
the IMF and indigeneus beurgeeisie wh• demands fer 
privatizatien. The sales w•uld inevitably lead t• econemic 
slijw~ry and the pauperizati•n et the nati•n •••• 
We've get t• step them.18 . 

Opp•sed t• this pesitien are the ·1ndustrialists (l•cal and 

f•reign) whe argue that "privatizati•n will lead t• efficient 

management and, censequently lead te increased pr•fits as well 

as lessen g•vernment spending". As weuld be expected, because 
•f 

the g@vernment is part!the C!l•minant class, the. pr11vatizatien 

•f public enterprises was ad•pted and 1mplemented. Same •f 

these cempanies were the Unipetr•l Nigeria PLC, Natienal salt 

c•mpany Nigeria PLC, Aylp Eku Oil Palm PLC, Aba Textile mills 

PLC, V•lkwagen Nigeria PLC, Kaduna Durbar Hetel PLC, Impreset 

Bakab•si PLC etc. 20 

The mediatien •r interventien •f g•vernment has fav•ured the 

d•minant class while marg~nalizing and ~ver progressively 
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jeep•rdizing the interest •f the Nigerian working pe•ples. 

The rem•val ef petroleum subsidy is yet an•ther issue that 

has exp•sed the contradiction between the deminant class and 

the w•rking pe•ples. As expected, Nigerian warkers, students, 

market w0men and the under privileged eppesed lt frem every 

quarter. It resulted in nati•nwide riets •nd disturbances. 

Yet despite, the stiff epposit1en the g•vernment used its 

p•ersive pewers to effect the rem•v•l •f some part' •f petreleum 

subsidy. Government In,~erventien en this issue f aveured the 

IMF and ether ferces advecating fer the remev.1 •f subsidy se 

th~t market forces can eperate witheut restricti•ns. 

Added te this is the issue •f cdevaluatien ef the na.ira, 

the werking peeple eppesed it, but gevernment went ahead te 

dev .. lue the naira arguing that it was ever-v-.lued. The 

implicatien ef this pelicy has been te erede the real v .. lue •f 

werkers earnings and make the werking peeple un-ble te 

reproduce themselves. 

Durin9 the IMF debate, the positien •f m•st Nigerian, 

Werkers, student and org .. nization was the rejecti•n ef the IMF 

cendi tienwli ties and le-.n. Owing to some factors such 
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lived. Examples •f .seme ef the me.sures in faveur •f w•rkers 

are the ec•n•mic relief package te cushien the effects •f SAP. 

In this package, the gevernment in cellaberatien with the 

Natienal D1recterate f~;;r,.. Empleyment created mere jebs fer the 

unempleyed. However, the impact of the NDE so far has been minimal. 

Students were given bursary awards especially these in tertiàry 

institutiens, the tetal remeval ef petreleum subsidy was ewt,,a 

curtailed, civil servants received benuses, allc.wances, ana 

c•rpers equally haci their al.lfowances lncrecsed from H250 te .H350. 

In the werk "Crisls and Adjustment: The Experience •f 

Niqerian Werkers", Bangura bas this te say: 

As a result.ef the deminarring positien •f the state in 
a re«ssi9n 1 Nigerian werkers are undergeing and enduring a 
difficult phase in their histery. The ec•n•mic crisis and 
adjustment measures in industry ancl the public secter have 
ereded their living standards and civil literties. But the 
werk!ng class and trade unien mevement is n•t helpless •r 
subsevient in the face •f such difficulies seme level ef 
resistanoe has been sustained, leading in • few cases te,::; 
st•ppages and demenstratiens. Uniens h«ve been mere 
effective in defending threatemed gains such as all•w enes, 
benuses and salaries than in stepping retrenchment. 
Despite the weak bargaining strength ef werkers in the 
re«ssien, unien struggles have resulted in a mixed bag •f 
successes and failures.22 CODESRIA
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Under. peried ef the persistent and increasing external 

debt burden, the ineffectiveness •f the state t• medi.ate tise 

eentr«dictiens between the metrepelitan «nd the lec.1/indigeneus 

fr.ctiens ef the demin.nt class has further exp•sed the werking 

peeples t• exp lei tilti®n emanating frem b•th end.s. 

Ake has ebserved that "the rel.tiens between the Nigerian 

beurgeeisie «nd the ewners •f fereign c«pital is a dependent 

and cemplex cne and is mediat~d in a cemplex mannern.23 Hew-

ever the inability ef the state t• mediate between the deminant 

and deminate<li class (werking peeples) ,t§:é.:· resulted in the 

massive retrenehment ef werkers, eut in real inceme er the 

w•rking peeples, arbitrary priee increase which makes werkers 

earnings insufficient te meet the rising inflatien, P••r living 

c•nditiens and standards, fall in GDP as shewn in chapter tw•, 

eut in public expenditure and welfare services,and the in-.bilit)i 

ef werkers te repreduee themselves. 

The ebvi0us tendency is that the rich (deminant class) gets 

richer, while the peer (deminated class gets peerer. Gunder 

!'rank has stated that it is in the management ef this principal 

cenflict and its reseluti•n in faveur ef capital that the state 

in almest al 1 the:::Jpoor underdeveloped or developing third 
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Werld ceuntries is called upen te intervene mest actively. 

The state intervenes through the ecenemic, p•litical, 

ferceful and ideelegical discipline and threugh repressien 

ef labour and the peer in general. The supressien •f all 

pelitical interplay thus has the ebjective •f reselv1ng 

the principal cent~a~icti•ns ,between labeur and capital) 

in faveur ef the ~-~inant class. 24 

In sum, the pelitics •f Nlgeria•s external debt crlsis 

an~ er the state labeur relatiens will never be the same if 

the state f•j"ffl-) ef deminaticin acc~rding te Ake is differentia

te~ and dlssecl~ted from the ruling class anâ even the s•ciety 

and appears •• an ebjective ferce standing alengside seciety. 

This will enly be pessible if centrel •f the st.te apparatus 

is transferre• te werkers, the sele preducers ef surplus 

value. But se l•ng as the existing erder is maintained, 

where the state is d•mi~ated by the class whese interest is 

antithetical te that ef the werking peeples, there is 

little •r nething the state can effectively d• te mitigate 

the pains and suffecating effects ef Nigeria• s prevalent 

external debt crisis in which the werking peeples have been 
the sele bearers ef the burden. The liberatien frem the 
burden lies en werkers perseverence ·in the struggle. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

In this stuœy we have tried te highlight three relate4 

phenemena. The first hypethesis we set eut te examine is th~t 

the Nigerian èebt crisis persists an~ internsifies because 

ef the cenvergence ef the interests •f internatienal c«pital 

and the lecal comprader in expleiting the werking peeples ef 

Nigeria. Secend we propesed that this cellaberatien has 

censequently led t• the adeptien •f debt management 

strategiès <r•eteœ in restructuring within the existing 

erder), designed mere te pretect the interest ef the 

crediters than te reselve the Nigerian debt crisis. Thir.J!i 

we suggested that the laik •f relative autenemy as well as 

the pervasive invelvement •f the Nigetian state in the precess 

ef ecenemic man~gement have prevented it frem effectively 

mediating in the class struggle in Nigeria in a manner 

designed te prefect the interest •f the majerity ef the 

Nigeria peeples. 

Using varieus indicaters like the debt service rati• te 

expert earning, debt service t• GDP and the percentage ef 

interest payment te principal ijebt, we shewe~ that the burden 

•f debt has been intensifying. 
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While the GDP was falling, the percentage ef expert earning 

and interest payment use~ fer ~ebt service if there was 

ne rescheduling •f debt was increasing. The rescheduling 

enly meder«ted the burden in the shertterm, shifting it te 

the future. This shift dees n•t remeve the burden rather the 

crisis persists and intensifies. The cellab•ratien between 

the lecal cemprader .nd internati•,nal capital, especially 

since August 27, 1985 acceunts fer the persistence ef the 

debt crisis. This has been analyseà inchapter twe using the 

class theery within the m.rxist pelitical ecenemy appreach. 

In chapter three, we sheweâ the pesitien •f the varieus 

sec!al ferce•s en Nigeria•s external debt, while the creàiters 

and the gevernment pesitien en external èebt management are 

harmenieus, it negates the werking peeples pesitien which is 

fer tetal mebt c.ncellatien an~ the recent p•sitien ef net 

spenœing me~e th.n 10 percent •f expert earnings ~n mebt 

service. We attempteà an ex.minatien ef the clèss char.cter 

•f the varieus debt m.nagement pesitiens «nd the class 

struggle en the issue •f external âebt. The v.rieus centending 

secial ferces, especially the werking peeple strugtle t• see 

that gevernment debt management efferts d• net make them 

bearers who can do nothing of their own but suffer willy-nilly. 
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.. - the werst eutceme. The recent str.tegy •f debt 

fergiveness is an eutcr•p ef pressures an~ under current 

frem the werking peeples, as the burden •f debt breeds 

resenfments, pr•tests and instability. The adeptien •f 

prevalent ~ebt management strategies has meant greater 

austerity and massive capital •utfl•w fer debt servicing. 

This n•t enly benefits the credit•rs but further entrenches 

Nigerian ec•n•my inte imperlalist grips. Under the prevalling 

situatien •aelinking• •f the ec•n•my and repudiati•n ef the 

debt are distant •pti•ns. 

Frem the stanàpeint •f marxist-leninist theery •f the 

state, the theery:1 itf the pest-celenial state, we made an 

attempt -.t sh•wing that ,_ he Nigerian st.te is n•t a neutral 

arbiter in the class struggle. Its mediati•n in the struggle 

between the metrepelitan and theLOcal/indigëneus fractiens ~f 

the deminant class in Nigeria; and between the deminant class 

and the w•rking peeple, has m•re eften than net been at the 

detriment ef the interest ef the latter. 

The implicati•n •f the failure ef the state t• meâiate 

effect~vely in the struggle has led t• the expleitatien •f 

the werking peeples, accumulatien •f highly excessive 
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prefits by inœustrialists and the grewing disenchantment 

am~ng Nigerian•s especially the less pr.iyilegeâ. 

This has been shewn in chapter f•ur. Despite the limited 

cases where state mediati@n has benefited the werking peeple 

this was m•re a defensive strategy t• diffusetensien stemming 

frem the pains •f structural aâjustment and the wersening 

external debt burden. These c•ntrelling the state apparatus 

use it te their •dvantage, and this we«kens the pewer •f the 

state ta mediate ebjectively. 

In the light •f all we have said the central peint 

running threugh the entire werk lies in the deminant class 

using its centrel •f the Nigerian state te achieve selfish 

class interest. This stultifies the widespreaë desire te 

drive Nigeria•s ecen•my aware frem its present structural 

fr.gilities anà underdevelepment. Fr•m available empirical 

indicatiens, the actual eperati•n ef the debt management 

strategies that we have analyse• in this work makes it 

imperative that the deminant class in Nigeria increasingly 

recevers fr•m the hardship ef the current ecenemic crisis at 

eâ the expenses •f the teeming masses wh• ir•nically in the 

apt ebservatien of one of the world's greatest play-wri ter named 
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aii William Shakespeare are 'the archdefender •f the pelity, 

in peace threugh subscripti•n •f labeur an~ in war threugh 

' the effusi•n •f blee4. Meanwhile, beside the relative 

affluence ef the numerically insignificant privilleged classes, 

we have seen a perishing ecenemy that redistributes peverty 

t• the pepulace - mestly stemming frem a palpable misjudgement 

and misdirectien •f ecenemic recovery pelicies, especially 
,, 1to 

as i t pertains1;-- the management •f Nigeria• s external debt. 

Anether impertant findlng •f this research is that the 

pressure er struggles •f the werking peeples has been 

instrumental in shaping, theugh insigniflcantly Nigeria's 

external debt management strategies. Taking cegnizante •f 

the fact thilt the prevalent debt management strategies have 

fared ne better, gevernment has recently adepte~ and 

vigereusly advecated fer "debt-fergiveness". Th•ugh this is 

a subtle er subservient way •f asking fer debt cancellatien, 

it marks a shift fr•m the crediters• pesiti•n that Nigeria•s 

externill Gtebt criais can be reselved enly thr•ugh m.cro-~-- _

ec•n•mics and debt restructuring pelicies. The adeptien ef 

this latter striltegy brings unconsciously and o·bviously 
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t• the fere~ the grewing realizatien that Nigeria•s 

external indebtemness cannet be repaid. This has been 

central t• the pesiti•n •f the Nigerian werking .Pe•ples 

anè the generality •f the less privilege4. 

Hewever, we have t• peint eut that the call f•r ~ebt 

fergiveness ëees n•t mean th~t the ~•minant class will 

ab•lish the alrea~y ad•pteè debt management strategies. 

Their interest is still harmenieus te that ef the creâit5rs, 

anà eppesed t• fin~ing a lasting seluti•n te Nigeria•s 

external debt crisis. Until this class àeci~es te break 

with the existing erder and.backs up its recent call for debt 

forgiveness with cencret~aetien, this crisis is likely te 

remain with Nigeria fer many years, even àecades t• cerne, 

with emin•us censequences fer b•th debter anà credit•r alike. 

The whole w•rlà bas a st.ke in the ~ebt crisis ravag1ng 

the ecen19my ef Nigeri. -.nd ether thiril werl<i ceuntries. It 

is 11ke an earthquake which, if when it eccurs, will senâ its 

reverber.ti•n the werld •vee. The varieus ~ebt management/ 

relief strategies are imperialist s•lutiens t• a preblem they 

prefer te have unreselved. Its acceptance by the Nigerian 

government has meant the trumph ef the ferces •f imperialism 

and nee-celenialism. 
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F•r .ny debt management strategy t• be really useful, 

it must net in «ny w.y ent.il the c•mpremising •f èemestic 

ec•n•mic gr•wth in the debtar c•untry. SecenG, the àebt 

1'anagement pr•gramm,e sh~ulcl be such .s te help res•lve the 

crisis te the benefits •f the underprivilegeG cl«sses •f 

seciety. This might well entail the tet«l rejecti•n •f the 

•n-g•ing credit•rs• s•luti•n te Nigeri«•s extern.1 debt 

crisis, .no as well. t•tal rejecti•n •fa linkage between 

~ebt management •nd IMF dictate~ adjustment pr•gr.mmes which 

because ef their ebsessi•n with unregul.ted market f•rces, 

bring unt•là hardship en the P••r .nd dispessed. Third, the 

debt mamagement shoul~ aim at the reet and branch destructi•n 

•f the structures embed•èd in the demestic ecenemy •f the 

debter c•untry which m.ke it prene t~ debt crisis en a cyclic.l 

basis. 1 Ob.sanje•s statement that "the first respensibility 

•f • gevernment is t9 tts citizen, debt •r ne àebt"2 sheulœ 

be in the minds ef these in gevernment in •è•pting any 

external debt management strategy. 

The path Nigeria hàs taken in m«naging her external debt 

will leas ta natienal destructiœn, undermine ecenemic 

independence .ind prevent the p•ssibi 11 ties curn efforts 
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ef Niger!• attaining back (ij~r lest pesitlsn «s •nce a 

crediter natien. As the censequences ef the Western 

appr•ach te the ceuntry•s debt management m«ke themselves 

felt en the citizenry, the prespects are that epen, if 

speradic, challenges are likely te emanate frem àisaffected 

secial ferces within the seciety. Past expe.cience suggests 

that the secial f•rces which are being made te carry the 

burœen ef the aàjustment precess have net hesttated 

relentlessly ts res,:ü(f\ the impesi tien ef harsb austeri ty 

measures en them. 

As pelitics ef external ~ebt management is agame •f 

•wits•, the decisien either te be free er te remain enslaved 

really lies with the weak, an~ the truth •f the struggle is 

that in anything they can de te liberate themselves, the 

weak (werking peeples) have nething te lese but their chains. 

The final eut cerne ef whatever external debt management 

str.tegy the gevernment ildepts depends en hew "we.k" er "streng" 

the pressure frem the werking peeples is. CODESRIA
-LI
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

As debt management strategies have been an eut 

ceme ef centending balance between secial ferces, and based 

en eur experience fr•m the failure •f the Western appreach 

te the ceuntry's ~ebt crisis, we preffer the f•ll•wing: 

suggestien: 

1) Disengagement ef Nigeria•s ecenemy frem the world 

capitalist system, the principal ssurce ef the present 

cr1sis. 

2) The imperialist inspire~ debt management and referm 

p•licies sheuld be stepped f•rthwith, and replace• with 

a pregrëmme •f demestic secial transfermatien t• pave the 

w.y f•r the eliminati•n •f interna! add external relatiens 

•f beurgeeis class demina~!~JJ:l which encourage the 

perpetuatien ef these structures that create the frame

work for natienal indebte•ness. 

3) Debt fergiveness sheuld be given greater weight and 

prierity .s practicable eptien fer reselutien ef the 

crisis. 

4) The Nigerian gevernment sh•uld enceur.ge and jein hands 

with ether third werlà debter nati•ns te ferma debters 

cartel and press fer Gebt cancellatien 
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5) werking peeple sheuld centinueusly struggle an• resist 

the impesitien •f harsh austerity measures th«t make 

them bearers •f the debt burden. 

6) Finally, a ~re~ramme •f secial transfermatien, which is 

natienal and by ne means autarchic, ~ self-reliant 

ecenemy under the leadership ên~ centrel •f the werking 
3 

peeple sheuld be censtructed. 

Hewever, this situati•n cannet be achieved under the 

present secial erGer since ne ruling class ever betrays its 

ewn interests. It is • selutien which can be implemente4 

by the Nigerian state enly after a reselutien ef the 

centradictiens between the werking peeples an~ the 

beurgeeisie, (lecal and external) in faveur •f the fermer. 

Nee~less te say, the character ef the state itself will have 

te be funèamentally re-àefined te reflect the interests •f 

the werking peeple. 
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